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CONFESSES SHOOTING
N. J., Jan. 16. Paul
TABETJ
Carl, in jail here in connection, with
the mysterious shooting more than
two years ag"o of Monroe E. Ellis,
president of the New Jersey State
Lumber association, confessed, according to announcement made by a
pr'.vate detective agency this after
noon, that he had snot Ellis, with intent to kill, at the behest of a woman.
The woman's name was withheld. MEXICAN VOLUNTEER GENERAL
Carl Is 20 years old and a laborer.
WAS TRYING TO REACH FED- He was arrested Wednesday at Cam'
ERAL ARMY
den, N. J., and brought to the local
jail today. Ellis was wounded by a
charge of buckshot fired through the REBELS
WOULD! KILL
CO
window as he sat at dinner in his
home at Backing Ridge, N. J., on
November 20, 1911. For the arrest THEY THREATENED TO EXECUTE
of his would-b- e
assasin he offered a
HIM IF CAPTURED IN OJI- j
reward of ?1,000, which still stands.
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THE DISTURBANCE ELSEWHERE
Battleships Protect Americans
16.
battle'
Jan.
The
Washington,
feeing fumigated for small
IN FINAL STATEMENT
WILL ship Ohio,
REVOLUTIONISTS
SAYS
HE SAID
pox off Delaware breakwater, was toCAME WITH- CATASTROPHE
MAKE THE HUERTA REGIME
day ordered to leave Philadelphia
OUT GIVING INDICATION
POWER
RENOUNCE
January 24 for Mexico, to, relieve the
Kansas which is to proceed to
for winter maneuvers with the REFUGEES RETURNING HOME
AN ARMY 0F25,000 MEN
Atlantic fleet. The change will leave
seven American battleships and a half
FIND THEIR
REBEL FORCE WILL BE LARGEST a dozen smaller craft in the Gulf of MANY OF THEM
Mexico.
HOUSES COMPLETELY DEEVER ASSEMBLED IN THE
The cruiser New Orleans Is enroute
MOLISHED BY FIRE
COUNTRY
from San Francisco to Ensenada,
Lower California, where Americans
Tokio, Japan, Jan. 16. The suicide
Chihuahua, Mexico, Jan. 16. Defihave
been alarmed by- - the threats of
nite announcement was made by Genby hari kari of the chief of the
today
forced loans to pay Mexican soldiers. Metee
eral Francisco Villa today that he
meteorological observatory at
cruiser Pittsburga, which has
was announced in the
will enter the central and southern The
Kagoshima
states of Mexico with a rebel army of been observing conditions at San Bias, newspapers there. The dispatcheB
on the Pacific coast, started back to
declare that the scientist committed
He will attempt to
15,000 soldiers.
Mazatlan today.
suicide because he had been severely
join forces with General Carranza at
criticised for failing to warn the citGuadalajara, where an army of
Laredo Expects Attack
izens of Kagoshima of their danger
or more will begin a inarch toLaredo, Texas, Jan. 16. Mexican from the eruption of the volcano
ward Mexico City.
Be assured them, it is
"We will strike a blow which the federal trenches at Nuevo Laredo Sakura-Jima- ,
Huerta government will be unable to were manned today and artillery train- said, that the center of the subtered to command approaches to the ranean disturbances was elsewhere.
withstand," said General Villa, after
he had been in communication by tel- city, on receipt by General Quintana
of reports that a large body of rebels
No More Danger
egraph with General Carranza, who
is in Sinaloa state. He said he had had been seen passing Santa Rosa
Kagoshima, Japan, Jan. 16. The
was still
been informed that General Carranza ranch, 12 miles down the Rio Grande, volcano of Sakura-Jim- a
could muster 10,000 men and that his in the direction of the town. It is smoking today. Dr. Fusakicki Omorl,
army was being increased daily. On believed another attack will be made professor of selsmogology at the Tokio Imperial University, arrived at
the southward march he and General when the rebels get reinforcements.
Kagoshima this morning to begin an
Carranza, he said, would command
KILLING NEAR CLAYTON
elaborate investigation of the disasthe largest unified revolutionary force
ever assembled in Mexico.
Clayton, N. M., Jan. 16. Victor ter. The people of Kagoshima, many
General Villa brougnt here as a re- Abeytia, a Mexican, was shot and kill- of whom have returned to the rained
sult of his victory at Ojinaga 3,000 ed by Mrs. Andres Sanchez of Aten-ci- city only to find their houses deN. M., 30"miles north of here, lasl stroyed, waited with wonderful faith
rifles, 12 cannon and seven rapid firing guns captured from the federals. night, according to word received here for Professor Omori to give iRis deVtlla'S' "forces are divided ar fol- today. Alleged unwelcome attentions cision- as " to the' possffiimr,"br"-fHe declared this
lows: City of Chihuahua, 9,000; San- on the part of Abeytia was the cause ther catastrophes.
ta Rosalia, 2,000; Jiminez, 2,000. of the shooting, according to the au afternoon that there was no further
danger.
These, with the forces at Parral, and thorities.
Many families were separated 'durthe men under General Urbina south
of Escalon, will be in the march on
ing the panic which followed the
Mexico Cjity with the exception of MEXICO MUST
PAY eruption, and the higliwayB in the vithose necessary to police the councinity are crowded with saddoned peoIn the
ple searching for relatives.
try to the north.
are
authorities
the
meantime
doing
Men are joining the rebels all over
LAWFUL DEBTS
order.
their utmost to
the state. General Villa said, and the
Ground Burns the Feet
great difficulty is to find arms sufA number of correspondents today
ficient to supply volunteers. Groups GERMANY ASKS OTHER
COUNvisited the Island of Sakura, on which
of deserters from the Huertistas are
TRIES TO JOIN. IN DEMAND
to
the volcano is situated. They found
'EFFECT
and
wish
for
THAT
TO
amnesty,
treating
the surface of the earth too hot to
join in. the movement south.
walk
on, while everywhere the ground
The Huertistas have burned all the
Berlin, Jan. 16. The Lokal Anzeiger
was full of dangerous holes. Ashes
has
bridges between Bermejilto and
the
that
German
says
government
and have retired to that place taken the initiative In an Interchange lay drifted In thick heaps, and showafter having been defeated by Ur- of views between Germany, France, ers of small stones were still falling,
bina near Mapimi.
England and the United States on the
question of making a strong joint reRefugees Marching to El Paso
presentation to Mexico against the DOCTORS SAY
Presidio, Tex., Jan. 16. All the
recent decree of suspension pf the
Mexican federal soldiers and the payment of Interest on the Internal
1,000 women refugees who sought and external debts of that country.
GIHL WAS POISONED
safety in the. United States after the
An authoritative denial wai
en :it
capture of Ojinaga, had left Presidio the foreign office this, .afternoon, of
IN
ALAMOGORDO
today for their march to Marfa'.'from the report published by .the" Lbkal TESTIMONY
which point they are to be transpart-eTO
POINTS
CASE
MURDER
Anzeiger that an Interchange of
toy railroad to Fort Bliss, near El
DEFENDANT'S GUILT
views on the Mexican suspension of
Paso.
Interest payments was taking place
.
The ragged army was scattered for
16. Dr. B.
Alamogoido, N.
between the powers.
67 miles along the mountain road to
M. iWorsham' of El Paso, Tex., and
Marfa closely guarded by United
Dr. J. G. Holmes of Alamogordo ocStates' cavalrymen. General Salvador
cupied the time on the witness stand
BE
Mercado, until recently Huerta's miltoday in the trial of H. H. Majors,
itary chief in northern Mexico, rode
charged with causing the death of
l
FranCUSTODY his daughter, Eudora. Both testified
In an automobile
KEPTJN
cisco Castro. Other federal generals
to having been called into consultarode on horses. The common
tion while the girl was ill, and both
and the women refugees, many THE QUESTION OF ADMITTING declared that shei died of poison
HIM TO BAIL WILL BE DE.
of them carrying children in their
symptoms.
BATED LATER
afoot.
arms, made the march
that he
Dr. Worsham declared
Never had there been seen on the
made an analysis of her stomlater
Concord, Jan. 16. The question of ach and found that poison had caused
border so picturesque a migration as
when the tattered Mexican army was admitting Harry K, Thaw to bail will her death. Both testified that they
eot in motion for the four days' march not be decided for several weeks. In found no nurses- at the housa when
Small detachments had a rescript filed with the clerk of the they were attending her and that her
to Marfa.
been drifting along the road for sev- feedral court today. United States father, the defendant, was caring for
eral days, but it was not until day- Judge Edgar Aldrich said there would her. The father seemed anxious to
be no hearing regarding bail until afwith them In making theiiT
light today that the main body startter the final hearing on the questions
ed.
Investigations, they said, and hl acUnited involved in the extradition and habeas tions were not unnatural.
Major McNamee of the
States border patrol rode at the head corpus proceedigs.
A question as to the admissability
An extension of 20 days in which to of evidence
of the long column with an escort
regarding th,e recent Ill
the
of three troops of the Fourteenth cav file their brief In the main case was ness of Mrs. Isabelle
Majors,
present wife of the defendant, was
alry, while two troops brought up the granted Thaw's counsel by Judge
This hrief was due last week, taken under advisement by the court.
rear.
Each of the hungry looking horses but counsel weer unable to comply Last evening the court agreed to adwhich were brought across the river with the court's order, and asked for mit testimony relative to the alleged
with the routed Mexicans bore at more time. As Attorney General
suspicious circumstances attending
has already filed the brief for the death of Major's first wife, Mrs
least two riders, usually a woman and
a man. Sturdy little o'irri3 carried New York state. It Is nelieved the Christine Majors, and of his son. The
dumestic belongings, packed in bun hearing on the main question and also first wife died prior to the death of
dles on both sides, and with children on the matter of bail will be held in the daughter. The son was ill about
the game time 'as the daughter.
.
February.
perched on top.
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CAI

KILL

la little in,
of our aocej '
lng an invitation to a
submarine boat r'.J's.
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FRIDAY JANUARY

Refugees in Good Spirits
Despite their ragged appearance,
1! DE
which suggested only misery and hunger, the soldiers and women were in
merry spirits. Now and then groups
of Boldiers broke into song, while oth
ers, while devouring rue rations supplied by American troops, swapped
stories of their exciting experiences
in the battle of Ojinaga.
Some of the officers' uniforms, while
ragged, still bore remnants of gorge- JAPANESE SCIENTIST BLAMED UNITED
ous gold decorations. It will be MonFIE
FOR NOT WARNING PEOPLE
day before the last of. the refugees
..
OF ERUPTION
rcachea Marfa.
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HERBERT IS CAPTAIN
STATES
New York, Jan. 16. Chairman H. L. UNITED
Herbert of the Polo association an
nounced today that at a meeting of HE 13 UNDER INDICTMENT

EIIDOim

THF MANEUVERS

NT WAS THAT HE ACCIDENT TO THE VESSEL OC
RECT A SUGAR
CURS A SHORT DISTANCE
FINERY
FROM PLYMOUTH

,
Kansas
Jan. 16. Don
A.
wife, on trial in the
MouuOay ami
federal court, ,i Kansas City, Kas.,
of the mails m
charged wi;u
j1co land, did not
selling Nun
live up to t lie; ; lovisipns of a selling
agreement en;. ;d into with' Thomas
1 States senator from
B. Catron, I t
New Mexncc,
o owned the land, according to - uiny by Senator Catron today. J i:; government charges
that the Mo.; ays misrepresented
the land tluy iindertook to sell, and
that they h.i .o" title to it
"In 1908," v.- ,i ified Senator Catron,
"I entered into
agreement with the
MounDuys by uueb. they were to
acres of land in the
take over 15u.t
upper Pecos v ioy, and sell ii They
were to' pay i i $4 an acre. They
were to build
reservoir and an irrigation plant end make other Improvements on ue land. Three years
ana six monte.r, was allowed them in
land and make all
which to sell
i they were to give
the payments,
me a roort"n
Vw Jntid to insure
v

t-

s

,

'
.,
defendants
said
the
Senator Catron

mrisrtlit' kii kj(

the cup committee, J.

Waterttury,
Jr., had been elected captain of th9
trophy defending team for 1914.
who played No. 2 on the team
which defeated the challenging four
of the Hurlingham club last year, suc
ceeds Captain Harry Payne "Whitney,
who. announced his retirement from
active play seevral months ago.
A new handicap rating for 1914 also
was announced, in which a number
of changes appear. The Spokane club
was elected to membership in thj as'
sociation, and the date of the animal
meeting, to be held In this city, 'as
set for February 10.

16.
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VIOLATING NEUTRALITY
LAWS

Wa-terbur-

The failure of
"A-7with 16
men on board to rise to the surface
after she had dived to the bottom of
Plymouth Sound during maneuvers
caused intense anxiety nere today.
After the maneuvers, were over,
two Bister submarines noticed that
their companion vessel did not come
up, and immediately signalled for asi
sistance to Plymouth and Devonport
to the
Salvage vessels hurried
scone. Bubbles were seen rising to
the surface da Cawsand Bay, and
grapplers were thrown out to bring
the wrecked vessel to the surface, although the bubbles indicated that her
hull had been penetrated and caused
despair for the salvution of the crew.
A short time afterward, however,
the parent vessel, the Onyx, got into
communication with the sailors, all of
:
whom were alive.
not yet
0
crew
had
o'clock
the
At
been rescued. As the submarine had
down somft t'm
before noon
pon
Plymouth, Jan.

the British submarine

M.

i

Sanderson, Tex., Jan. 16 General
Tnez Salazar, commander for Mexican
federal volunteers, who was driven,
out of Ojinaga, Mexico, by tlio rebels,
was arrested here today.
Salazar was found on a train bound
for Eagle Pass, where he had Intended to cross the line to join the federal forces at Pledras Negras, Mexico. A federal warrant is out for hire,!
in the United States for conspiracy
to violate the neutrality laws.
commander admitted
and said he had decided o
risk arrest in this country rather than;
be captured by the rebel forces.
Recently it was reported from Mexico City that Salazar, General Pas-cuOrozco and General Caraveo, federal volunteer commanders, had escaped from Ojinaga- - and were making
their way to San Luis Potosl in the
Interior of Mexico. This report waw
evidently a ruse to enable the generals
to get away.
When niike-- where .rossi;o and Cars
,

COXEY'S LIEUTENANT DEAD

Washington, Jan. 16. Carl Browne,
cheif lieutenant of General Coxey in
the march from Masilkm, O., to the
capital In 1894, dropped on the street
here today from acute indigestion,
and died soon after in a hospital.
'INSURANCE EXPERT DIES
Philadelphia, Jan. 16. L. G. Fouse,
president of the Fidelity Mutual Life
Insurance Company of Philadelphia
.in-,ionn of the IKe Insurance presi-her-

al

'.;
know. Salaaar and Orozco had beer,
threatened with execution by VIII;
known fir?t
Orozco, who becam
through fighting in tf.e Madero revolution and then revolting a.v:air.rt
President Madero, is also under indictment In this country.
.Hr

.

!i

-

six hours. The last signal from the
today.
had done little toward carrying out enombed men was heard at 5:15
tnis agreement.
o'clock.
The vessel lies in water
about 100 feet deep.
PRINTERS FOUND
Admiralty officials declare that the
crew consists of Lieutenant Albert M.
Wilman, another officer and 14 men,
RIGHT
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
making a total of 16.
He Executed an American
The submarine "A-7- " foundered off
Jan,,. 16. The arrest
Washington,
here today, and the authorities say
Washington, Jan. 16. Senate Met there is little hope of her crew being HOWEVER, SOUTH AFRICAN OF- of General Salazar aroused much inFICERS ARREST THEM FOR
terest in official circles here. It wa
at noon.
saved.
HOLDING MEETING
Debate resumed on the Alaska railSalazar
who was in command of tha
a
The submarine was engaged in
road bill.
rebel forces fighting the Madero govof maneuvers in the sound with
series
Interstate commerce committee con- a number of hen sister vessels. She Cape Town, Union of South Africa, ernment two years ago when Thomas
Jan. 16. Dispatches from all parts of Fountain, a native American gunner
sidered Senator Lane's resolution to
failed to come to the surface with the
investigate alleged rebating by rail- other boats when the maneuvers were the Union report that the strikers are in the federal army, was pnt ta
roads to the, United States Steel correturning to work and that victory death under the "law of flight."
brought to an end.
has been won by the government in American Consul Letcher had proporation.
was one of a class of the struggle with the Federation of
' Earl of Klntore was received on the
The "A-7- "
tested against injury to Fountain and
"A-5- "
to
Trades.
iiow and was introduced oy .senators nine boats numbered
later a warning was issued by tha
She was built In 1904, and measured
The. strict rule of the premier, Gen- state
Root and Lodge.
department that the United
150 feet in length.
Her
submerged
Louis Botha, was still in evi- States would hold the leaders of tht
Frank
eral
of
the
for
seating
Arguments
P. Glass, appointed as senator from displacement was 204 tons. Her en- dence this morning at Johannesburg, Mexican factions personally responAlabama by Governor O'Neal, heard gines developed an indicated horsepow where 62 members of the typographi- sible for injury to Americans. Thera
er of 600, giving her a surface speed cal union were arrested while meetr was a
before the elections committee.
defense offered at the time-thanoon
m.
to
of 16 knots, and a submerged speed lng. The charge against them was
2:01
p.
Adjourned at
Fountain rad become a Mexican;
of nine knots.
contravention of the provisions of citizen, and
Saturday.
controversy on that point
"A-7of
"
martial lawV The men had just pass- baa
bottom
at
lies
the
The
House: Met at noon.
been heard In the debates In ther
Debate resumed on the postoffice Cawsand Bay on the western shore ed aResolution to resume work.
senate here. Feeling along the bor-- ,'
of Plymouth sound. Two other vesappropriations bilk
der has been strong against Salazar
Foreign affairs committee heard sels of exactly the sariie type have
since that time. He was arrested for
at Queens-tow- GOT BEATING H'EANT
New Yorkers on the state's right to met with disaster, the "A-5violation of the neuility laws and
control Niagara, river water for
in 1905, with a loss of four lives,
jumped bail several months ago.
at Plymouth' In 1906,1
and the "A-8- "
power.
!!AN
ANOTHER
FOR
cre
Labor committee recommended
with a death list of 5 9.
LINTER CROP GROWS
ation of a bureau of labor safety.
The British navy has also lost a
Washington, Jan. 16. There ha1
number of other submarines within TRINIDAD ATTORNEY MISTAKEN been 396,934 bales of liuters obtained
recent years. The "A-l- " was wreckFOR MINE OPERATORS'
and 3,009,759 tons of seed crush! 'I
i
LOSE
HEIRS
THE.
ed in 1904 when 12 men were drowned.
DETECTIVE
from the cotton crop of 1913 to DeLos Angeles, Cal., Jan. 16. FortyNo. 4" was lost in 1905, but all were
Abel
cember
heirs
bureau an31, the census
of
one New England
"C-8- "
in 1907, when four
Trinidad, Volo., Jan. 16. The dis- nounced today. This compares with
Stearns, a pioneer who died in the saved; the
in 1909
were drowned; the "C-ll- "
covery of a number of high power 352,972 bales of Hnters- obtained at.'i
early 70's, were defeated here today
13 were drowned; the "A-3- "
In rifles and 3,000 rounds of ammunition 2,739,897 tons of seed crushed to Isin their contest for the $7,000,000 es- when
tate of Mrs. Arcadia De Baker, widow 1912, with the loss of 11 lives, and the in an arroyo near the Huerfano mine, comber 31, 1912, from the crop of
"B-2- "
in the same year, with a death about a mile south of the Ludlow year.
of Stearns, and who at her death was
list of 15.
Calistrikers' camp, was reported today by
the richest woman in southern
The submarine was executing diving Captain Phillip Van CIse. The arms
fornia,
A COSTLY FIRE
The Stearns heirs who were repre maneuvers with the rest of th first and ammunition are believed to have
Jre
whlcV
Jan.
Baltimore,
of
stationed
flotilla
here,
of
Simmons
Stearns
consisting
the
been hidden by strikers when
sented by William
out
Immense
broke
fcri!Iitr
ia
the
"A-8- "
"
"
When the state militia entered the strike zone.
and
Boston, based their claims upon the the
y
fiant of the F. S. Ecys'er Cua'ia
fact that before his death Abel other boats rose to the surface the ab- Numerous skirmishes 'between strikers
Buwf'a
vt
at
MJ,,
Fairfield,
just
"A-7- "
was noticed. Sig- and mine guards toox place in that
Stearns settled upon hi.i wife proper sence of the
were at once made to Plymouth vicinity. The search is being con- here, today caused damage estimate
nals
her
of
the
nucleus
formed
which
ty
at between $50,000 and $100,000 UU
fortune. Mrs. Stearns, after the death and Devonport, and these Drought the tinued.
the flames were wcilncuUt&eJ.
of her husband, married Colonel R depot ship Onyx and several salvage
Assaults, growing out of the foo'ilng
.full
scene
at
to
steamers
the
speed. engendered by the strtke, continue to I
S. Baker. She died in 10T2 intestate.
of
Tf.-- v
the
made
' ,r i
The salvage vessels
probate depart
speedy ef- occupy the attention of the militiaJud?o Rives
!
I"- .-'
V ,i
on, Ti'
ment of the superior court ruled to forts to grappel the submarine; whoce men. A local saloon was closed to
fola- - 1 I
i. i '4
second
was
indi
whereabouts
her
authorities,
marriage
the
'
upon
approximate
that
milifary
by
day
day
The liopes ot sav- lowing an Investigation of an atfacK
cated by bubbk-3tin f
Mrs. Baker ceased to be
,
sustained in ft life, however, were regarded as upon Jolm Betts, an afiorney here
of Stearns and therefore
r
showt
e!
its
Baker
bubbles
Email, the rising of the
who, it
believed, vss inlstaVn b;
ii),, demurrer interposed by the
water
m!n
claims
of
Stearns
the
a
the
had
that
strike!
for
the
penetrated
to
ing
heirs'
cpr
j alors
submarine's hull.
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COMMENCING THURSDAY JANUARY 15th
Women's Lingerie Waists

i

WOMEN'S READY

TO

Desirable Laces Reduced

WEAR GARMENTS

One lot of Laces including Torchons, Valenciennes and
Cotton Cluny in a variety of widths and patterns, both edges
and insertions, worth, 5c to 12c per yard, special for the sale,

One lot of women's Lingerie Waists including about twenty

17
11
5
12

styles, either high or low neck, long or short sleeves, all sizes,
every garment neat, dainty and desirable,' at

S1.00 Each

Women's Coats worth $7.00 to $9 50 for
Women's Coats worth $10.00 to $15.00 for

$2.98

Women's Coats worth $16.00 to $19.50 for
Women's Coats worth $20.00 to $31.50 for

7.89
9.98

OUR

25

long or short sleeves, best of

styles either high or low neck,

style",

STOCK

OF WOMEN'S

1q2 AT HALF

$2.50 Values For $1.75
One lot including about

ENTIRE

4.98

per yard 3o
One lot including Vals, Torchons, Plat Vals, German
Vals and Maltese laces, all widths and excellent patterns, worth
15c to 25c per yard, special,

AND MISSES SUITS

Only

PRICE

17

MISSES and CHILDREN'S COATS

worth $2.50 each, special

l-2-

Embroideries 7

c

One lot of Embroideries including both edges and insertions, worth 7ic to 10c, for only 3

Our entire stock of misses and children's coats marked to sell at $8.50 or less
an excellent variety of styles and colors, all sizes up to 14 years, at

One lot of Embroideries in good patterns and a variety of
widths, worth 12c to 174c,

Special 7

$2.98 Each
Muslin Underwear

l-2-

c

One lot of Embroideries including an excellent variety cf
patterns, all widths, worth 20c to 50c, special, only 17 2c
1--

Our entire stock of Muslin Underwear including Shirts,

Las VGas'LeadingStorG

Gowns, Drawers, Corset Covers and Combinations of new and

Boy's $1.00 Waists for 25c

dainty styles, all good, desirable garments of best quality, at

One Third Off

l-2- c

flm

$1.75 Each

1-- 3

10c

1-- 3

Our entire Stock of Boy's Waists including a variety of
good styles, values from 50c to $1.00 special, your choice,

Established

South SictePlaa

1362

25 Cents
00'
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FILL THEY COME
BACH TO THE

SENATE?
SEVENTEEN REPUBLICANS' AND
DEMOCRATS'
FOURTEEN
TERMS EXPIRE

IN 1915

Washington, Jan. 16. The United
to so organized that at
no one time can a majority of Its
members, or more than a third, In
lact, go out of office. It is a continuing body In more senses than
one. Not only is its membership
fixed for long terms, but with every
new congress it begins business as

States senate

cf Crest
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If lit had left off only the day before,
although eight months may intervene
between the sessions.
Regular senatorial terms expire on
March 4, which ends the first or
"short" term of every congress. One
year from next March, when congress
will suspend its sessions until Decems
of the ninety-siber, thirty-on- e
would retire to private life, unmeanless they had been
want to
time. Most of the thirty-on- e
come back and several of them do
not know whether they can.
The outgoing list, which numbers
17 republicans and 14 democrats, is
as follows: Marcus A. Smith, demo
crat, Arizona;. James P. Clarke, demo
crat Arkansas; George C. Perkins, re
S'.
Charles
California;
publican,
Thomas, democrat, Colorado; Frank
B. Brandegee, republican, Connecticut,
Duncan U. Fletcher, democrat, Florida; Hoke Smith, democrat, Georgia;
James H. Brady, republican, Idaho;
Lawrence Y. Sherman, republican, Il
linois; Benjamin F. Shi vely, democrat, Indiana; Albert B. Cummins,
republican, Iowa; Joseph l Bristow,
republican, Kansas; William O. Bradley, republican, Kentucky; John R.
Thornton, democrat, Louisiana; John
Walter Smith, democrat, Maryland;
William J. Stone, democrat, Missouri;
Francis G. Newlands, democrat, Nevada; Jacob H. Gallinger, republican,
New Hampshire; Elihu Root, republican, New York; Lee S. Overman,
demm-rat- ,
North Carolina; Asle J.
Gronna, republican, North Dakota;
Theodore E. Burton, republican, Ohio;
Thomas P. Gore, democrat, Oklahoma; George E. Chamberlain, democrat, Oregon; Boise Penrose, repub
lican, Pennsylvania; Eilieon D. Smith,
democrat, South. Carolina; Coe I.
Crawford, republican. South Dakota;
Reed SmooU republican, Utah; William P. Dillingham, republican, Vermont; Wesley iIj. Jones, republican
Washington; Isaac Stephenson, republican, Wisconsin.
Very few of those in the above l'st
have any assurance that they will be
members of the upper house after
March 4, 1915.
Gallinger of New
who
is
the ranking memHampshire,
ber of the senate, lias not announced
whether he intends to be a candidate
for
though the presumption is that he will try for another
term. Neither Stephenson of Wisconsin nor Perkins o California, two of
the oltlest members in years, will
In both states the
seek
has
already begun for their
fi:;ht
x

Ben-ator-

Penrose of Pennsylvania will have
a hard fight on his hands and so will
Root of New York, if he decides to be
a candidate. Senator Bristow of
Kansas would like to know what will
happen to him In his case the progressives, with Victor Murdock as
their candidate, are the real menace.
Bristow wavered between the two
parties for a. long time, but finally
came out with the announcement that
as a
he would stand for
republican.
Kentucky is expected to send a
democrat to the senate to succeed
Bradley, republican. The choice will
be made in a general primary, with
Governor McCreary, former Governor
Beckham and Representative Stanley
as the contestants.
Hoke Smith of Georgia, who is filling the unexpired term of the late
Senator Clay, must go before the
people this year for the regular term.
Should Governor Slaton or
enter the race it would
Brown
mean a renewal of the old political
warfare in Georgia, with the results
very much up in the air.
Alabama is to the heat of a bitter
fight for the seat of the late Senator
Johnston, to which Congressman Clayton was appointed by the governor.
Clayton would like, to retain the seat,
but the real fight is believed' to be
between Representatives Underwood
and Hobson. The contest will be settled in the primary this spring.

Crawford of South Dakota has opin several
position' for
other progressive republicans. Conditions in Ohio are shaping for a hot
contest for the seat of Senator Burton. Democrats, republicans and progressives will put up a hard fight.
Overman of North Carolina will have
opposition in his own party, and so
will Stone of Missouri.
Several of
the democratic senators from the
south are virtually the only ones on
the list who can look forward to reelection with anything approaching
confidence. The republicans naturally are more nervous over their political future, for they must face a divided party in almost every state,
and while some signs of reunion have
been noted in many places, nevertheless the power ofthe progressives to
defeat if not to elect is conceded over
a large political area--

timonials sent free. Prlea 7K
t.
Women and Wet Feet
ary 20. Those condemned to die are
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous
John Clerka, convicted of the murTake Hall's Family Pills for consti- combination
especially to women, and der of his wife at
pation. Ad7.
Gary, and Harry
congested kidneys often result. BackRasico, who killed his wife and infant
ache, urinary Irregularities and rheuDEBATE MINIMUM WAGE
matic fevers are not unusual results. son at Terre Haute.
Chicago, Jan. 16 The
Foley Kidney Pills restore the regular
debating and
normal action of kidneys and
teams
Northwestern bladder
representing
Sneffels, Col. A. J. Walsh was
and remove the cause of the
and
the
University
universities of trouble.
Contain no habit forming badly done up with rheumatism and
Chicago and Michigan engage tonight drugs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross sent for Foley Kidney Pills which was
the only thing that would cure him.
in their annual triangular forensic Drug Store. Adv.
Geo. Potter of Pontiac, Mo., was down
tilt, each institution being representon his back with kidney and bladder
ed in the contest by one team at home
ELECTROCUTION
POSTPONED
trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made
and one abroad. The question selecthim well and able to work. It is a
Michigan
City, Ind., Jan. 16.
ed for debate is: "Resolved, that the Thanks to the action of Governor splendid medicine and always helps.
Schaefer and Red
states should establish a minimum Ralston in granting a reprieve to the Just try it. O. G. Adv.
Cross Drug Store.
wage schedule for unskilled labor, prospective victim of the death chair,
Indiana's filrst electrocution did not
constitutionality conceded."
A good remedy for a bad cough is
take place in the state prison here
HOREHOUND SYRUP-i- t
BALLARD'S
The "Mischief Quartette" and lt'
today as was originally scheduled.
heals the lungs and quiets Irritation-Pric- e
Work
The last legislature passed a law subEach year the month of January
25c, 50o and 1.00 per bottle.
numbers its list of victims from in- stituting electrocution for hanging, Sold
Central Drug Co. Adv.
by
to
but
the
lawmakers neglected
apfluenza, la grippe, bronchitis and
pneumonia. The prompt use of Fo- propriate money to buy the electric
ley's Honey and Tar Compound will chair and in consequence there has
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
How's This 7
check the onset of a cold and stop a been a
This remedy has no superior for
delay in installing the apparaWe offer One Hundred Dollars Re- cough, preventing the development to
coughs and colds. It is pleasant to
ward for any case of Catarrh that more serious conditions.
it on tus. Unless the governor grants a take. It contains no opium or other
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh hand. O. G. Schaefer and Keep
the
of
further
victims
stay the first
Red Cross
narcotic. It always cures. For sale
Cure.
chair will be put to death on Febru by all dealers. Adv.
Drug Store. Adv.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and WE
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
SURPLUS
able to carry out any obligations
CAPITAL PAID IN
made by his firm.
$50,000.00

BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Tes
NATIONAL

1100,000.00

J. M. Cunningham, President
t.
Frank Springer,
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D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
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ON'TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS

On the Road at Night

You need a lantern that won't shake to pieces,
won't flare, smoke or blow out the RAYO.
Easy to light, easy to clean and rewick; safe,
durable and handy.
Four dealer sells and recommends them.

CAPITAL STOCK

BAPJES.

Q,CQQ.OO

Office with Hie San Miguel National Bank

.

WM. G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS
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ARE FULL OF

THAT WILL KEEP
GENTLY"
ACTIVE
Healthy old age Is so absolutely de
pendent upon the condition of the bowFRENCH WRITER SAYS THEY ARE
els that great) care should be taken to
SELFISH, IMMODEST AND
see that they act. regularly. The fact
UNFEMININE
the stomach

THE BOWELS

rr.)on-.iiQf- l

J-

is that as age advances
muscles become weak and inactive and
the liver does not store up the juices
that are necessary to .prompt digestion.
Some help can be obtained by eating easily digested foods an8 by plenty
of exercise, but this latter is Irksome
to most elderly people. One thing is
certain, that a state of constipation
should always be avoided, as it is
dangerous to life and health. The
best plan is to take a mild laxative
as often as is deemed necessary. But
with equal certainty it is suggested
that cathartics, purgatives, physics,
salts and pills be avoided, as they do
but temporary good and are so harsh
as to be a shock to a delicate" system.
, A much better plan and one that
thousands of elderly people are follaxative-tonilowing, is to take a gentle
like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which acts as nearly like nature
as is possible. In wet, the tendency
of this remedy is to strengthen the
stomach and bowel muscles and so
train them to act naturally again,
when medicines of all kinds can usually foe dispensed with. This is the
cpinicn of many people of different
ages, among them Mrs. Mary A. P.
c

The American woman is different
from all other women in the world.
She can be everything except a woman. She is a hybrid being, with many
masculine and few feminine qualities.
She. is. neither sweetheart, wife "nor
mother.
She is painstakng, but her ideas
have no sequence. She is gay, often
childlike, showing an indifference toward others so abnormally cynical at
times that she feels that the world
was created merely forFer own pleasure. She is always ready for change,
like a bird on a bough. AthirSt for
new sensations, she wises to experience them all, no matter what the
price may be. She madly courts all
that whets her curiosity, all that is
out of the ordinary, that is new, extravagant, impossible, crazy," morbid,
on all these things she fixes her attention, venturing everywhere where
Tier taste for hem may be satisfied.
She is restless; to be quiet is, for
her, a proof that something is wrong
with her. She Is audacious, persevering, courageous, Incapable of being
disheartened, exicting to the point of
never being satisfied, despotic, impertinent, aggressive, always ready for
attack instead of defense, able on all
occasions, as she herself puts it, "to
take care of herself."
Love, in her way of thinking, i3 a
means or a satisfaction. Being little
or not at all given to sentimentality
she nevertheless is voluble on the
subject of love, and easily creates
for herself tHe appeaarnce of . affection in whjch she sincerely believes
provided that it is for her interest
io do so. Cold and indifferent from
the moment that her senses aro satisfied, she does not know how to
hold the love of the man who has
asked her heart and given her his
own.
.
In everything she is calculating,
looking for what is most advantageous
to herself in every situation, whether
the latter be of her own creating in
which she is expert or one that has

Items of More or Less Interest That
Concern the Doings of the
"Best Families."

SoivqI

TIVE-TONI-
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Emile Deschamps, t French
writer who has spent much val-uable time studying things Amer- can, has written a book which
lie has called "The Women of
Uncle Sam." This book is evi"show
up"
to
intended
dently
American girls in their true light
for the benefit of M. Deschamp s
J. uiiaguiuvu 'milTl t rVmell. In SUfe- mitUng the following extract it
is sufficient to say that it would
not be easy to think of anything
in the category of evils which
M. Deschamps has not applied
adjectively to Amemnn girls.
True, one may find here and
v,
o tilftasant thing but so,
according to the New York
Times, may one occasionally
find: a needle in a haystack.
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arisen naturally and without instrumentality on her part.
She is insanely lavish in catering
to her own .pleasure, but parsimonious
and avaricious in all that is not of Immediate profit to her. She feels' no
consideration for men, but Is convinced that they exist merely to serve
her on bended knees, to slave
throughout her life for herself alone.
She is neither kind hearted, devoted nor generous, yet she is capable of
great kindness, of the purest generosity, of the highest ype of devotion.
With her, all is carelessness or enthusiasm, indifference or passion. She
has no middle ground. She Is the
perfection of Impulsiveness.
In France marriage is really the
union of two sympathetic persons, of
twn existences, two interests. Tie
life of husband and wife is one life;
thev share everything, thoughts, ef
forts, hopes, good and' bad fortune,
losses and profits.
In the United States each goes his
or her own way. There marriage is
not a union, but a partnership, in
which the woman gets the lion's
share of the profits. Pleasures and
sorrows are no more shared than is
money.

Whether he be rich or poor, the
American husband gives to his wife
and children all that he can, and it
is certainly true that he is helped
in this by both. He gives them plenty of money, (but on condition that
they ask him no questions and give
him no opinions. He hates questions
and does not like opinions unless they
be of profit to him.
On the other hand, the wife is not
interested in the affairs of her hus
band, just as before marriage she was

(

The engagement is announced of
Miss Tuffle Show, daughter of Mrs.
Hoaieigh Show, to Mr. William Martingale Yuceless, only son of Mr. and
Mrs. Worsen Yuceless.
Mr. Worsen Yuceless, by the way,
comes of a good old family. They
have always been fashionable.
His
n
uncle, G.
Yuceless, Is an
intellectual man, having written the
society notes for a fashion paper nearly a whole season. And his son, Martingale, once took a prize at a horse
show.
It is rumored that Miss Tootod Kyl-linhas broken her engagement to
Mr. Dedleigh Bohr. But Dedleigb
seemed quite cheerful last Saturday
at his club.
It Is whispered that the F.
are not so happy together as they might be. Our readers
will remember that Mrs. Spendar was
the charming Miss Freeks, a noted
belle of Boston. Mr. Spendar is more
than attentive to Mrs. Jimmy Overload, while Mrs. Spendar is constantly
seen with the young duke of Borro
and Keape. He comes of an ancient
family. A greater part of this last
season he was a visitor at Koopon
Cliffs, the summer home of the F.
How-Wurse-

MRS. MARY A. P. DAVIDSON
Davidson, of University Mound Home,
San Francisco, Cal. She is 78 and be

cause of her sedentary habits had
continual bowel trouble. From the day
she began taking Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin she has had no further inconvenience and naturally she is glad to
say kind things of this remedy.
A bottle can be bought of any drug
gist at fifty cents or one dollar. People usually buy the fifty cent size first,
and then, having convinced themselves
of its merits, they buy the dollar size,
Results
which is more economical.
are always guaranteed or money will
be refunded. Elderly persons of both
sexes can follow these suggestions
with every assurances of good results.
Families wishing to try a free sam
ple bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
111.
A
Washington St., Monricello,
adname
and
postal card with your
dress on it will do.
.

indifferent to those of her father,
brothers and fiance. It is enough for
her to know that her husband Is
making money. There are even wives
who, a few months after their marriage, do not know what their husband's business is.
One point regarding this dual existence must be made clear. The American wife, though denying her husband
the right of mixing in her affairs, does
her best to make her master and slave
do her .bidding when and how she
pleases. In the American republic,
v. here everyone talks of independence
and equality, a husband cannot find
iu his own'home reciprocal treatment
us to personal liberty. If his wife desires it, he must submit to hei will,
jwhereas, she, if she wishes, reserves
tne right of net accounting to him
for what she dees.
In the United States women ar-- the
stronger sex and men the weaker..
Given the general character of the
American woman, one may form an
idea of what she is when she is beautiful. Then she becomes necessarily
more imperious, more exacting, more
capricious, more difficult to satisfy.
Accustomed to unceasing
praise, idolized, a goddess at whose
feet men are always prostrating themselves, It does not occur to her for
a minute that she has an active role
to play in marriage; that, as a wife,
she has certain duties to fulfill toward her husband.
Love is kept up by love alone. Plastic qualities attract; it is heart qualities that hold.
Moreover, beautiful Americans, accustomed to flattery, you are incapable of feeling that your husband, from
the moment that you have spoksn
the "Yes" that binds you to him,
alone has tre right to pay you homage. Who can expect you W be con
tent with tho homage of one man?
You demand the homage of many, as
you did before marriage; your vanity is not satisfied with one worship-per- i

s

Spending-Spendar-

Mrs. Leeds Thegang is preparing
for an active social season. She is
now visiting her sister, Mrs. P. de
V. Blasee Rounders. Their charming
cousin, Mrs. McEvoy Ondek, returnr
from Europe Saturday on the Nausea
or is it the Crown Princessen von
Gotter Damerung? Time will tell.

Life.
SOCIOLOGIST NOW

IN DEMAND

Many People Witling to Employ Her,
but She Seems Somehow to
Have Lost Interest

The female sociologist, as a commercial asset, is experiencing a bull
market.
"She is actually In demand as a
maid of all work," said the manager
of an employment agency.
"Times
have changed in that respect.
"Not so very long ago the application of a social worker for a nice, interesting job, where she could study
the habits of heartless employers and
get points for a magazine article,
placed me metaphorically between
the devil and the deep sea. If I didn't
get her a situation, she wrote me up
as an oppressor of honest labor, and
if I did get her one, her employers,
when they found out what she was up
to, got after me and I lost their
"But people want sociologists for
servants now. Here 1b a bunch of letters from a dozen women, asking if I
have any settlement workers in need
of a job. They claim that with all he
faults of snooping around and trying
to reform the universe, the sociologist Is the most thorough, the most
systematic, the most trustworthy
housemaid that can be found.
"Unfortunately, now that she Is
wanted, the sociologist has lost all
ambition to shine as a slavey. I have
telephoned to every settlement house
in town, but it appears that social
workers are primed with all the facts
they need for the present, for not one
can I find that will take a place."
New York Times.
Had No Objection.

Night was approaching and It was
raining hard. The traveler dismounted from his horse and rapped at the
door of the one farmhouse he had
struck in a
stretch of traveling. No one came to the door.
As he stood on the doorstep the water from the eaves trickled down his
collar. He rapped again. Still on answer. He could feel the stream of
water coursing down his back. Another spell of pounding and finally the
g-fhead of a lad of twelve was stuck out
of the second-storwindow.
"Watcher want?" it asked.
"I want to know if I can stay here
over night," the traveler answered
testily.
,
,
lad watched the man
The
I would not ask bo much of you as for a minute or two before answering.
"Ye kin fer all of me," he finally anto become the helpmates of your
and then closed the window.
swered,
since that is not in you. But
for
them
in
give
exchange
something
Friendship.
all they do for you; for their labors,
A little boy got out of bed wrong
for their wealth. Give them a Jittle one
morning and was so hateful all
affection, show a little Interest in day that his father finally found it
their affairs. Give up a few hours of necessary to punieh him.
A little while after the ordeal was
shopping; be gentle, modest, affec
tionate, gracious; show more reserve over his mother found him out back
toward your adorers of former days, of the bam tenderly caressing and pet
old ram that was pastured
toward male friends who have waited ting an
there. Her heart was touched by this
only for your marriage to burn in display of kindheartedness on his
m
m
m
em mm
1 m mm
m
mmwsk
cense at your shrin,.
part and she watched him tenderly
Do this, and you will see that your for some time. Then, walking over to
millionoire husbands will remain de where he eat, she inquired:
is always put up in clean bottles, with a seal over the cork. But voted to your beauty, which,' after "What makes my little boy so good
in order to protect yourself against fraud in refilling, we ask all having vanquished their senses, will to the old sheep?"
He did not stop or look up but anconsumers to be sure and break each bottle as soon as empty.
conquer their souls.
swered, stifling a sob:
In a few remote instances unscrupulous dealers who have
" 'Cause he just butted pa,"
failed to work off substitutes and cheap imitations on their cus-

When Bottle is Empty,
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His Stomach Troubles OverMr. Dyspeptic, would you not like
to feel that your stomach troubles
were over, that you could eat any
kind of food you desired without injury? That may seem so unlikely to
you that you do not even hope for an
ending of your trouble, but permit us
to assure you that it is not altogether
impossible. If others can be cured
permanently, and thousands have
been, why not you? John R. Barker,
of Battle Creek, Mich., is one of them.
He says, "I was troubled with heart
burn, indigestion, and liver complaint
until I used Chamberlain's Tablets,
then my trouble was over." Sold by
all dealers. Adv.
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BACK.

HELD

PROJECTS
IRRIGATION IN THE WEST HANDICAPPED BY LACk'OT REAL
MONEY

-

.

Consolation to those who have been
disappointed because of the lack of
development of irrigation projects dur
ing the past year may be found In the
following article by George E. Anderson, a consulting engineer of Denver,
in the current issue of the "Engineering Record," which explains the causes for the period of stagnation iu the
reclamation of arid tracts in 1913:
Broadly reviewed, the year 1913 has
been a period of almost complete stagnation in Irrigation development.
Practically no new worksi of any magnitude have been commenced and activity has been confined solely to the
finishing of projects prev'cUBly under
way. Even among the latter only
those were in progress where the financial arrangements had already been
completed or were possible of nego
tiation within the organizations themselves, thus being Independent of the
prevailing condition In the money
market.
General hesitation to embark In new
industrial enterprises has, In part,
been responsible for the cessation of
atcivity, but the present condition Is
most largely due to a widespread dis
trust of irrigation securities. That
distrust has followed upon the failure
of a number of irrigation projects to
meet their financial obligations not
confined to any particular locality nor
to any one. of the various classes in
which these projects are grouped.
After a full decade of feverish activity the Inevitable reaction hae set
in, commencing really prior to the
beginning of the year and coming ac
tually later than could have been in
telligently forecast.
The present conditions are not due
solely to the pricked bubble of imma
ture or impossible enterprises, much
as they have contributed to the result.
The trouble is that, following all ef
fort at reclamation by irrigation or
even the most attractive and commer
cially sound enterprises, there must
come a
producing, or in
sufficient revenue-producinperiod,
consequent upon the necessarily large
expenditures. In fact, the commer
cially sound enterprises are, perhaps.
most acutely affected.
This la no new condition. Every
preceding effort at the agricultural de
velopment o the west, extending over
fully 50 years, encountered it, and
conquered it, if at all, by the slow
process of the years and the gradual
evolution of a special farming class.
From the experience of these previous
ventures, written plainly enough ito
the records, the immediate consequen
ces of the extensive' development of
the last ten years could have been
foreseen and discounted, if not in full,
certainly in such large measure as
would have avoided the position In
which many ' irrigation investments
now find themselves. In this, as in
other relations of life, the new generation has been prone either to ignore
or to despise the experience of the
past, only to find itself compelled to
e
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Spanish Illiteracy.
In thousands of villages and small
towns in the interior of Spain no one
knows how to read or write. There
are in Spain 30,000 rural villages without schools of any kind, and many
thousands which can only be reached
by a bridle path, there being no high
roads nor railway communication of
any kind, says Heraldo de Madrid.
Attendance at board schools Is volunper
tary, not obligatory. Seventy-sicent, of the children in Spain are
illiterate, and this i3 especially notice-- ,
abie in uie cayu-iu- .

land.
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Red

Pimple Grew Larger ard
Larger. Scratched Until It Bled.
Cured in a Week by Cuticura Soap
and Ointment.

,

VI'

Burns; Wyo.
"The trouble began on
my baby when she was about four months
old. A red pimple wag seen at first and It
v"-- t

Krow

larger and lareer all

timo on th back of her
Vhcad. It looked scabby and

vpflthe
W
I

T

Z;

J'

I'

ltc-be-

and burned and

she began to scratch it and
scratched until 16 would
bleed. Sometimes she coultl
not sloop and felt pretty
cross.
J
" I tried different remedies,'
and other kind but nona
,
of them would do any good. The trouble
lasted till sha was a year old and I saw an
advertisement of Cuticura Sonp and Ointment so I sent for some. First I washod the
sore part with tlio Cuticura Soap and tBen
applied the Cuticura Ointment and loCt it on
for a whllo, then I washod It asaiu with tha
Cuticura Soap. Cuticura Soap and Ointment cured the sore in a week without a
scar." (Signed) Mrs. Otto F. Hockly, Nor.
22, 1912.
When yon buy a flne toilet soap think of
the advantages Cuticura Soap possiRsos over
the most exiwnsive toilet soap ever made.
In addition to being absolutely pure and refreshingly fragrant, it is delicately yet elTec-tive- ly
medicated, giving you two soaps in
one, a toilet and a Kkin soap at one price.
Cuticura Soap (23c.) and Cuticura Ointment (30c.) are sold every where. Sample of
Skin Book. Adeach mailed freo with 32-dress post-car"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
iPMen who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will Dsd it Dost for slda and scalp.
s

he result

is a

hit QiH'lwinflr

ITCIIDOBURIQ)

d

tomers have tried refilling Duffy bottles when they could get
them, hoping in this way to line their pockets. You can aid us to
stop this practice by breaking Duffy bottles when contents have
been used.
Be sure and get the genuine if in doubt examine your purchasesee that the seal over the cork is unbroken; the cork
should be new and perfect the name, "Duffy's Malt," is on each
side of the cork. Look for the original signature on the label and
firm name and monogram blown in bottle. Break
the bottle when empty and help us to prevent iraua.
ti
N
its- snlfl hv most t
Wriicb-eDiifiVc
t
i,.
VUU! J Piiro Malt II
j
bota
$1.00
dealers
at
and
large
druggists, grocers
tle. Valuable medical booklet and doctor's advice
sent free.
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
.

STAGNATION

f
decline in the wo
r
This is attribut
Known ri!!eca Yesrs the general reluctance
new ventures, and, 1
If ererybody who suffers from or Is
threatened with Lung Trouble would
affects the reclamatiou serenough,
the mnny cases where recoveries were brought alwut through the tine
vice's enterprises more than those of
of Eckinun'g Alterative, a remedy which
has stood the test for neitly fifteen years,
private corporations, though with
a strong opinion in favor of It would he
serious results to the latter.
the result. What It has accomplished for
others it may do for you. lieitil this:
The immediate result of the .period,
145 K. 12d St., New York.
"Oentlemen:
Last December I took a
of liquidation will be healthy, if drassudden cold, which developed into Pneumonia.
The doctor did all he possibly
tic,
involving probably heavy loss of
could for me. hut could not clear my
investments already made, postponement
lungs. One day I saw a testimonial In
one of the papers telling of the (rood reof further Investment for a
sults someone hud from tiiklnR Eckman's
Alterative for a trouble of the lungs 1
period, and increased caution
began taking It and soon felt Rood results. My lungs began to clear up and I
in thoroughly legitimate enterprises.
began to (rain In strength and was soon
well enough to take up my work again.
Of the latter, both public and private,
I am In better health now than I have
I am a
been at any time.
there will continue to be enough to
missionary
worker for the New York Home for
exercise the energy of the engineer,
Homeless and Friendless Boys."
Kit.NEST P. WILCOX.
(Affidavit)
as it is still an axiom that wherever
more
on
(Above abbreviated;
request.)
Kckmnn's Alierative has been proven by
ample water supply can be attached
many years' test to be motit efficacious
for severe Throat nud Lung Affections,
to good land with reasonable expendiBronchitis, Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
ture there are abundant compensation
Colds and In upbuilding
the system.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
g
for capital and desirable homes for
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries, and write to Eckman
the settler.
laboratory, Philadelphia,
Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggisti
To "better insure the capitalist and
and E. . Murphejr and Central Drug home builder alike, many conditions,
Compay.
can be materially improved in the period of Inactivity In construction,
retrace Its steps much m the eame line which has set in. Legislation clearing
aa did its predecessors.
away most of the anomalies surA generation ago that meant almost
rounding the business, both for capitalcomplete reorganization, reduction of ist and homeseeker, is urgently
re
capital Investment, and readjustment of quired throughout the arid region, not.
the enterprises themselves to the ac- - the least important of hich should e
tual growth of rural population and to
rigid regulation and control by
the requirements of these new commu- state authorities of attempts to build
nities. It would seem that similar up such enterprises in districts wherepolicies must 'be pursued at the pres- in there are no adequate waters, evea
ent time for further advancement in though that may seem to be a tardy
irrigation development
closing of the door after the horse ha
The experience of the United States been stolen.
reclamation service amply indicates
More extended and accurate hydro-graphthat such reorganization and readjustInformation is essential to
ment are inevitable. Initiated ten further development, and should be seyears ago on a program that superfi- cured alike by national and state bucially indicated the return of moneys reaus. Increasingly better methods la,
expended within a period of ten years, the use of water by the consumer
thus creating a "revolving fund" mak have to be evolved, even if carried
ing possible the continued extension to the extent of reducing rights now
of governmental aid in reclamation, by apparenty vested, but not adequately-useuse of distinctly limited expenditure,
or actually beneficial.
the "returns," so far, tave been en
Most Importaa of all, perhaps, I
tirely negligible. Apart altogether the speedy, satisfactory and decisive
from the consideration of some lnju termination of all disputes among
dicious expenditures, and expenditures states over the use of water. In tlu
on single enterprise
greater than states themselves controversies bo
could possibly have been returned tween the government and the water
within a specified time, the serious user must be terminated, even if the.
difficulties confronting the operations enactment of a uniform national water
of the reclamation service are the law may be regarded as a Utopian
sparse settlement of completed enter dream.
prises, the inability of these to meet
These are readjustments; of vital imthe expenses of operation" ahd mai- portance that may very
profitably b
ntenanceto say nothing of returning: carried out in a period of general
the capital expendituie and, as sethat' has besrun and mar
rious as any other feature, the ignor- continue for some time.
ance of such settler, of all the conditions of irrigation farming.
wounds are painful and
Ragged
To a greater or less extent these cause; much annoyance. If not kept"
conditions affect all classes of private clean they fester and become running
T
companies engaged In irrigation enter- sores.'
SNOW
BALLARD'S
Is an antiseptic healing remedy;
prise, with the added force that operation and maintenance costs and In- for such cases. Apply It at night beterest upon expenditure must be met fore going to bed and cover with a
with ready cash and without the as- cotton cloth bandage. It heals In a
sistance of the United States treasury. few days. Price 25c, EOc and 1.0
Coincident with the close of capital per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co .
Adv.
expenditure has conie a strongly mark
ed

This Lmrj Remedy

--

urn u tmiun wmuuey

m.
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when one discovers what comfort,
what air of good taste and even luxury is afforded by electric Sight at so
little cost. Its adaptability permits
the location of lamps or fixures
where an abundance of light is most
needed, yet preserving the restful-nes- s
of shadow. The result is economy of light with a comfort and
effectiveness afforded by no other
illuminate.
Test the merit of electric
light by wiring your house
NOW. There is no time like
the present. Electricity-convenlent

1
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this silly notion out of her otherwise
sensible head, just as it does for folks
In real life and some of the latter
never get rid of It. But when, she did
ESTABLISHED 1379.
she made a leap for Laddie's brawny
arms, and they were as happy ever
afterward! as a couple can be who
Published by
are
CO.
only dream people and don't have
PUBLISHING
OPTIC
THE
f
to spat over the ups and downs and
(Incorporated.)
of every-dalife, with
the joys of making up added.
.Editor.
13. M. PADGETT
It was only In a book that the lad
who wanted the lassie talked like
that. But don't you think It would
be fine If many real lovers could
show an equally clean hill of character and health? They could if they
Estered at the postofftce at East tried hard
enough. Wichita Beacon.
a Vegas, New Mexico, for
through the United Spates
toad., as second class matter.

16, 1913.
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NEW MEXICO'S SCHOOLS
TO HAVE DISPLAY FOR
SAN DIEGO EXPOSITION

BIG

CITY

VISITOR

Advice Given Those Who Only Infre-

quently Havs to Leave th
Hom Town.

i v

Metropolitan blemishes and drawbacks are not often emphasized by the
class of business men who are perhaps the most interested in bringing
strangers to town the hotel keepers.
However, a New York boniface has
The following letter frora Chairman R". E. Twltchell of the New Mex- had the frank and friendly inspiration
a card of "don'ts" for preico Board of Exposition Managers, Which has charge of this sFate's display to prepare
sentation to each of his guests..
at San Diego during the big fair In 1915, to Mrs. W. J. Fugate, president
An early suggestion has to do with
of the woman's auxiliary committee, is explanatory of the educational ex- watches and money. Don't wear your
hibit which it is proposed to place la the southern California city next timepiece loose on a fob, and don't
'
'
believe that a hip pocket is as secure
year.
"
'
as a bank. Why carry a roll, anyway,
i
January) 14, 1914. when th hotel office has a safe?
MRS. W. J. FIJGAT13,
Don't
"rth affable stranger.
let him persuade you that he is an
Chairman Executive Committee, Woman's Auxiliary Board.
SECRET ir.BICTfvlENTS It
old friend.
East Las Vegas, New; Mexico.
Don't believe
Next, life and limb.
'
;
'
'
!'
.
".
Dear Mrs. Fugate:
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
that
you are as swift as an automo
E1YSTIFY
His Stomach Troubles Over
NOCLONGEB
is betDaily, by Carrier
relative bile. And don't tote a gun "it
Mr. Dyspeptic, would you not like
writing you
Agreeably to my promise.made ' at Santa Fe I am
'
to
run."
1
'
A'5
ter
i
to feel that your stomach - troubles
fw Copy
to the workfof 'youc Cqnimittbe.
Next, traps. Dont go too confl were over, that you could eat any
.15
Gse Week
ARREST OF FOUR MINERS
lt confidently hoped will be performed by the dently into unknown places; the way kind of food you desired without' inji The
ee Month
, .65 THE
WITH
CHARGED
CARRYING
to
Woman's
Auxiliary
ttp 'New Mexico Board of Expisition Managers, as out is not always so straight ant jury? That may seem so unlikely to
- 7.50
Ore Year
wa in.
WEAPONS OCCURS TODAY
you that you do not even hope for an
the
contemplated by
Rpard, f confined entirely to the preparation and simple as the
Dally, by Mail
Yet, on the other hand, don't go to ending of your trouble, but permit us
of
and
other
exhibits
the
educational
state,
supervision
county,
municipal
...?6.00
One year (In advance)...
the harassing extreme of cautiousness to assure you that it is not "altogether
Mich., Jan. 16. The at the Panama-CaliforniHoughton,
exposition. The intention is to make this ex- and suspicion. The city is not bac impossible. If others can be cured
3.00
mix Months (In advance)
of the secret Indictments re hibit entirely through motion pictures and lantern slides.
7.50 mystery
One Year (In arrears)
just because it is big, nor is every one permanently, and thousands have
turned yesterday by the special grand
been, why not you? John R. Barker,
to
board
desires
its
The
3.75
delegate
authority in this niatter, reserving you meet necessarily a con man.
Gx Months (In arrears)
of Battle Creek, Mich., is one of them.
jury which has been investigating dis to itself only the determination of the extent and consequent' financial
Big cities, speaking bromidically,
are alike. Though no local hotel man He says, '.'I was troubled with heartorders growing out or the copper cost of the exhibit
indigestion, and
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
hae yet issued a bulletin of warning, burn,
miners strike was cleared up today
been
of Scho- until I used Chamberlain's Tablets,
aid
of
a
that
has
the
motion
with,
fairer
It
denizen
serve
the
will
suggested
what
pictures
GROWER
with the arrest of four strikers charg
Sold by
over."
was
trouble
then
my
and clearer exemplification of our systems and methods of education are harie and Kinderhook in New York all dealers. Adv.
.J2.00 ed with
- , w
tiae Year'
having concealed weapons.
from
visitor
will also advantage the
. 1.00 Although1 the jury continued Its possible than by any other means. At any rate, no exhibit or collection of Chebanse
mx Months
or Pecatonlca In Chicago.
manual
examination
are
or
the
work
like
maps,
papers,
drawings,
training
Best Cough Medicine for Chldrn
deliberations today, only one other
Chicago Post.
or
as
to
"I am very glad to say a few words
considered
exhibited
themselves
be
the
installed,
except
by
pupils
true
bill
had
those
found
and
Mall
been
In
Advance for
(Cash
in praise of Chamberlain's
'ho had expected a re turn ftil indict equally engaged in tho work and portrayed upon films or by other means
Subscriptions) i
AND HARE Remedy," writes Mrs. Llda Dewey,
BURKE
MURDERERS
of
photographic reproduction.
ftemtt by check, draft or money ments on the deportation of Charles
Milwaukee, Wis., r"j have used It for
o
Your board and its executive committee, therefore, will have, this
both, for my children "and mycutler. If sent otherwise wo will not H. Moyer, president of the Western
Men of Notorious Memory Should Still years
self
1 in its
and
it never fails to relieve and
to
an
committed
its
work
has
seemed
Federation pt Minors, admitted today
charge
preparation it
Be in the Recollection of
responsible for loss.
cure a cough or cold. No family with
advisable:
.
on
on
to
was
there
which
that
free
Londoners.
application.
nothing
Specimen copies
children should be without it as it
base a prediction as to probable ac(1) To confer with the state educational authorities and the repregives almost immediate relief in cases
The skeleton of the last of the body of croup." Chamberlain's Cough Reme
sentatives of the higher educational institutions of the state as to the
"..,
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT tion.
snatchers treasured in King's College dy, is pleasant and safe to take, which
Only one secret indictment remain
character and scope of the exhibit which they may care tQ. undertake.
EXPIRATION OF TIME
hospital recalls that there must be is of great Importance when a medied
sealed, according to information
PAID FOR
Londoners etill living who remember cine must be given to young children(2) To confer with the board of education and educational authorities
at the county clerk's office. The of the several cities and towns as to the eicKthit. which
For sale by all dealers. aov.
deem
bestl Hare, who, with his accomplice,
they may
four men taken into custody on the to furnish..
1,91
Burke, first substituted murder for
'.
:
V'S
Advertisers are guaranteed the concealed weapons charge are accus
Joints that ache, muscles mat are
resurrecting corpses In order to sup
(3) To confer with the county school superintendents and county
largest dally and weekly circulation ed of having taken an undue part in
ply subjects for the dissecting rooms. drawn or contracted should be treatKt any newspaper In northern New the disorders at South Range on De authorities in the matter of the exhibit from the county schools of the Burke (whose method of smothering ed with BALLARD'S ' SNOW LINIthe victims gave hla name as a new MENT. It penetrates to the spot
Mexico.
cember 11. They are Olll Tlkkanen, state.
to the language) was hanged on
with
To
confer
church
(4)
the
needed and relieves sufand parochial school authorities upon rerb
Eli and Eino Lukkoner and John
of his accomplice, for where It is
the
testimony
TELEPHONES
Price
25c, 60c and $1.00 per
jLamki. These meaJ were arrested at the same subjects.
was
fering.
'
Hare turned queen's evidence and
i
Main 2 the time of the "Battle of the South
easiness Office
bottle. Sold by Central" Drug Co.
(5) A similar conference with the representatives
United released.
of. the
"Newt Department
Mjn 9 Range," and it is alleged they were States government Indian schools is worthy of consideration, as an exhibit
Forty years or so ago Hare was a Adv.
figure in London streets,
armed with revolvers and sawed-of- f
from them would iprove of great interest to the general public visiting the
V :
for Serjeant Ballantlne in his "Life,"
FRIDAY, JANUARY 16, 1913.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
shotguns.
exposition and would prove a special attraction, coniipg from this state.
describes him as one of the most perNew
The sheriffs office leirned today
York, Jan. 16. Price move
on- the streets
Experience emphasizes the desirability of giving to each of the above sistent blind
'
AFRAID OF 'EM
that W. P. Davidson, the British Co- representative classes the initiative, offering suggestions and having in about 1870. beggars
Few people recognized ments were irregular this morning,
the
rallies
occasional
of
lumbia member of the executive view a resultant, active personal interest aroused in each individual the
in
but
in
the
murderer
spite
It is easy to s?a tjom the progTes- - board of the Western Federation of teacher in the state, whether
middle-aged- ,
in a tendency was downward. The liquistout
clad
man,
employed in city, town, county, government white smock and led about
i i v ) most fear in this state.
The Miners, and Dave Sullivan, president or
by a dog. dation of holdings of long stocks in
i
'
schools.
parochial
His blindness he owed to the fact that creased the available supply, and quoSanta Fe New Mexican, the leading
of the district council, spent the
The making of a combination film, portraying in parade as. many of on leaving prison Hare found work
flnd only progressive daily in the night in the Laurim
tations gave way to the extent of a
village jail. The the school children of the state as is
possible, is particularly desirable, In some lime kilns. The laborers disis busily engaged in attempting fact that their arrest under the con
or so in many cases. The proSuch parades, the details of which, formation, character, efc., and the days covered his history and threw him into point
' set Governor McDonald right with
a pit of lime. It was a terrible ven- fessional traders were bearish, believspiracy Indictment, returned yester- upon which the same
may be photographed, should be: left to the educathe public, while attacking the republi day, had not been reported to headgeance, for it destroyed his eyesight ing a reaction was due, and tha effect
tional
authorities.
These
parades contain life and motion and are of the And as it is not fifty years since he of
can party. Evidently the New Mexl quarters was responsible for a report
profit taking was increase, by regreatest interest to the visitor. Negatives may be made in each city or was a striking figure in London streets
can thinks McDonald and the rest of that they could not be found.
newed operations on the short side.
town and all of them combined in one film, which may be
by some people should recall him. Lonthe democrats, by the muo'dled condiIn spite of selling for both accounts,
don Chronicle.
legends indicating to the audience what particular school is at tbe motion into which they have thrown the
the market betrayed no prohowever,
'
ment appearing upon the screen.
i
Heaviness of the
;3ate, have put themselves out of the MORA'S TAXES ARE
weakness.
nounced
Eggs When Not Used as Food.
It is possible that you may meet with some opposition
loclass of adversaries at the next elec
American securimarket
London
for
For burns and scalds nothing is
calities in the matter of this particular phase of the exhibit. The drilling
'lit determintion, leaving only the republicans in
some
influence
held
ties
an
of
white
than
more
the
soothing
COLLECTED TO DATE and formation of parades takes time and
tha field. The New Mexican did well
patience, but it will be readily egg, which may be poured over the ing the course of prices, and internaadmitted that such a film will arouse more interest than any possible ex- wound. It is softer as a varnish than tional stocks were weakest. Mary of
.o begin its fight on the republican
which may be imagined. Such a film will necessarily show every collodion, and, being always at hand, the
hibit
its
efforts
will
not DISTRICT ATTORNEY
;party though
specialties developed
REPORTS
school structure of consequence in the state, and the lines of parade can be easily applied. It Is also more
to much In the way of
, amount
Bonds were firm.
strength.
LARGE AMOUNT OF MONEY
cotton
sweet
and
oil
the
than
could be so formed as to show the business section and attractions of the cooling
indication
Prices showed mors stability In the
early, as every
TURNED IN
which were formerly supposed to be
city where the parade is had.
.points to a republican victory in the
surest application to allay the early afternoon, and new features
the
;
next election.
This character of film is of the utmost value in conveying to the smarting pain. The egg is considered were constantly brought forward in
Upon his return from Mora yestero
world
at large some idea of our educational facilities and will appeal to to be one of the best remedies for speculation among tha inactive stocks.
District
afternoon
Attorney
day
The traveling auditor Is growing Charles W. G. Ward stated that the those who may contemplate making their' homes in New Mexico.
dysentery. Beaten up elightly, with
seven
Assets realization dropped
or without sugar, and swallowed at a
more proud of himself daily. Two collection of
1
school
with
to
which
teachers
their
consent
taxes
Mora
reluctance
The
in
loaning
delinquent
it tends, by its emollient qualitand juries, after careful Investiga- county Is practically completed. Only .personality in such mallera is well understood, but it is hoped that with gulp,
ties, to lessen the inflammation of the
tions, have reported that his charges a few of the more recently tiled tax a knowledge that they are greatly aiding the state and the cause of edu- stomach and intestines, and by formagainst county officials in San Miguel suits remain undisposed of. As .the cation, they may bo persuaded to yield to the demand for a class of as- ing a transient coating on these or
and Eddy counties were not sustained result of the collection of the taxes sistance not measured or contemplated by the salaries which they are gans, to enable nature to resume her
healthful sway over a diseased body.
examinations of the records.
in arrears the county funds have been paid.
'
Two, or at most three eggs per day
o
materially augmented. The state has
Each city of the state should be requested to stage some pageant would be all that is required in ordiThe
nary cases; and since egg is not mereCAN YOCTC SON SAY THIS? received $4,500 as its 6hare.
illustrating some event prominent in the history of the country.
medicine but food as well, the
county road fund will get $5,500, the
These pageants may not be confined strictly to historical occurren-bu- t ly
,
the diet otherwise and the
lighter
and
fund
the
school
general
$2,250
Laddie, in Gene Stratton-Portei-- s
may properly Include plays or other school work of this character. quieter the patient is kept the more
tnafl
more'
fund
something
county
vr'
delightful novel of that name, Is talkThe class room and teaching work, methods, drills, playgrounds and certain and rapid is the recovery.
$4,500. Mr. Ward says he la Is highto
of
the
father
the
princess:
ing
games, In fine everything In which motion and life may be made
ac
apparatus,
"with
of
his
result
the
"I can offer your dangnter six feet ly pleased
be prepared in advance so that the operator will have
should
Milk In Red Bottles.
in endeavoring to collect de- apparent
of as sound manhood as you can find tivities
is said to have been
The
use
camera.
f
than
his
discovery
da
other
to
little
meant
has
taxe's, although it
on God's footstool. I have never been linquent
milk
made
that
kept in red bottles
deal of hard work.
The (suggestion is also offered that the spirit of emulation between will remain sweet
and pure longer
ill a day in my life. I have never a great collection
will
secure
in
ward schools, properly cultivated,
of 1913 taxes
The
distinctively advantageous than when kept in plain glass or othtouched a woman, save as I lifted and
''' '""
is moving along rapidly, results.
er colored bottles. Experiments have
cared for my mother, and hers, and Mora county
to the district prosecutor.
in the four or five larger cities, when parades been made with the spectrum to de
submitted
that
is
according
It
my sisters. As to my family and
of the rays of light af
The books were given County Treasare had, that some public function be arranged, to be attended by the termine which
education, she can judge for herself.
fect milk, and it has been found that
of
last
on
Wednesday
urer
and
state
other
authorities
to
and
Strong
officials, thereby tending
governor of the
I offer her the first and only Jove of
it is the rays toward the violet and
week, and when, Mr. Ward left Mora give a strong advertising value to the films.
of the spectrum that do the mischief.
any heart."
reTOO
tax
over
details which will readily suggest themselves to your The red ray is stronger and more
are
There
Did she accept him? Mind, he was yesterday morningIssued! '
many
Mry Ward
nad been
has some
and
Jiusky, clean, civilized and capable, ceipts Mora something over a week board and others which may be obtained from those most interested the neutralizing effectprobably the lacteal
in
was
upon
neutralizing
"
all
which
of
of
the
a
details
should
considered
model
state,
be fully
young man, as young
quite
teaching body
to his office.
confifm the
microbe.
men go; and though, not rich in on business pertaining
bv your committee.
theory that the red bottle preserves
money, yet was earning enough for
It Is specially desirable that a conference be bad with the officials .the milk better than' the bottle now
been reached
has
An'
agreement
.
two. Bid she jump at the chance to
:
in. use,M"the" redDottle "should be
.
tours' will constitute of the United States Indian schools at Santa Fe and at Albuquerque! ",
Such'ft;
nmite la the home partnership with whereby eight"
change
generally.
adopted
It is of the greatest consequence that the University, the Agricul- will create a new set of milk bottle
a day's work for carpenters In Mont
euch a first-classtraDnlng fellow.
1 of this year.
tural College, the Normal schools, the School of Mines, the Deaf and Dumb millionaires. Knickerbocker Press,
Juno
after
real
fit to be the father of wholesome eons
and the School for the Blind, and tho New Mexico Military Institute at
and daughters?
scale for structural Itoswell make exhibits and that thesp.be arranged for1 at the earliest posnew
vage
The
Rooms.
Por
"
No, she didn't at least not at first,
,
in Indianapolis is now sible opportunity.
workers
with the
room
a
have
iron
If
hung
you
rihe objected because he worked with
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points to 20, the lowest, figure ever
reached.
Bethlehem Steel preferred rcse 3
and Southern Railway preferred 2
'
points.
The market closed heavy. The lUt
finally crumbled under the weight "f
profit taking and pressure against
and
shares. Can fell
other active shares returned to their
,
earlier low figures.
c
The last sales were as follows?'-'01"1t!"
Amalgamated Copper

1.

Reid-Moor- e

gar" . .

CVA,

97
Atchison
112
Northern Pacific
..169
Reading
Southern Pacific
.V....... ii
Union pacific
'V:!'P.,. 153
62
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd.
10914

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Jan. 16. Selling orders

came with a rush today in wheat. The
to
lower,
opening was
and a further setback followed. The
to
cent unclose was easy,
der last night.
Mild weather pulled down the corn
to
market. Prices started
off and underwent an additional
sag. The close was weak at a decline
net.
of
Oats headed downward, Influenced
by other grain.
First sales of provisions ranged from
lower with
last night's level to 7
no signs of any improvement, Tha
Closing quotations were:
Wheat, May
July 88.

J.s

Corn,

May
Oats, May

95;

65;
39; July 38.
July-64-

.

Pork, Jan. $21.55; May $21.65.
Lard, May $11.25.
......
Ribs, May, $11.60.
CITY LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

Kansas City, Jan. 16. Hogs, receipts 4,000. Market 5 centa lower.
Bulk $7.858.30; heavy $8.208.35;
packers and butchers $8.058.35;
lights $7.808.25; pigs $6.757.35.
Cattle, receipts 1,000. Market strong.
Prime fed .steers $8.609.15; dressed
beef steers$7.258.50; western steers
$6.758.50; southern steers $6.25
8.20; cows $4.257.50; heifers $6.50
9; stackers and feeders $7.508;
bulls $5.257.25; calves $6.5011.
Market
4,000.
Sheep,
receipts
Strang. Lambs $7.408.20; yearlings
?6.407.25; wethers $5.406; ewes
$5?? 5.65.
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PERSONALS
Mrs. Ollle Shearer, midwife. Hotel
ftomaine. Adv.
R. B. Sandmeyer of Chicago, was

a

business visitor la Las Vegas today.
A. L. White, a commercial man
from Detroit, Milch., wag a business
visitor here today.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Peck of Cincinnati, O., were visitors, in Las Vegas
yesterday for a short time.
Sheriff Roman Gallegos Is home
from Santa Fe, where Tie Sas been
on 'business for a
time.
C. M. O'Donell of the Bell ranch,
came In last night and will remain
here for several days on business.
F. T. Woodward came in yesterday
ovening from his home in Colorado
Springs for a short business visit.
O. A. Larrazolo returned this after
noon from Santa Fe, wheer he has
'
been on business for a snort time.
'
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Purceil returned this afternoon from an extended visit with relatives In the east.
H. W. Smith of Toledo, O., arrived
in Las Vegas last night, and will remain here for eome time as a visitor.
V. Dean came In last night from
Santa Fe and will be a business visitor In Las Vegas for the next few
.

GRAFTS

We again offer our patrons
the choicest selection ol
wear in, muslin, cambric, nain-eoo- k
and crepe ranging as follows:
1
LOT
Corset Covers and
Drawers, 25c and 35c values

Best Material for Certain Operations, Denver Prison Officials Find the
ful Drug In Missive to
8aye Physician Befor Medical
Inmate.
Association.

.

,

21o

LOT ' 2

Corset Covers and
Drawers, 40c and EOc values

at

35c
LOT 3 Corset Covers, Drawers,; Gowns;' and. Skirts, 65c
values at
43c
LOT 4 Drawers, Gowns and
Skirts, 75c and 85c values
.

at -

1

59o

LOT 5

Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suite, $1 values at79c
LOT 6 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suits, $1.25 values

at

r

values at

$1.25

.

HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTH
fhoat Hn'n 104

The Popular Price Store

NO MORE GANGER ON

days.'

ACCOUNT OF FLOOD
'

!,v.

aoihv 'v.bd,

"A

'

Vegas.
,mi
Colonel R. E. Twltchell,

PEOPLE

a

Cumberland,.' Md Jan. 16. Reassured ;fhat the woijst of the flood
which swept down 'the Stony Creek
and upper Potomac valleys yesterday
as a result of the breaking of the
great dam, at Dobbin, W. Va., is over,
hundreds of refugees who fledi to the
hills' on the first warning, began to
return to- their homes.
thousands of persons
Although,
were Imperilled no lives were lost,
Boi far as
knownfj. There were, however, reports of many thrilling rescues.
Latest ,newtodfay from email
towns between, here and Schell, 18
miles from the dam, says the waters
are rapidly receding. There ls as
yet no communication between Schell
and the dam, and It Is has not been
definitely established whether any
lives were lost in that section.
More than $100,000 worth of logs
belonging to the West Virginia Pulp
and Paper company were lost, and
rough estimates place the damage to
property in the valley at $500,000,
Numerous stories of heroism are be
ginning to trickle In. One horseman
galloped from the dam to Harrison
and warned hundreds to seek safety.
When the water and ice came into
the Blaine telephone station, the op
erator, Miss AdaODonnell, remained
at her switchboard sending out warn
ings. The girl operators at Piedmont
saved many lives by their bravery
and presence of mind. There was an
eight-foo- t
rise 3n the Cumberland
river during the night, but it was
falling today.
An examination of the-- wrecked
dam today showed that the foundation was intact and that only 125
feet of the superstructure went out.
The breast of the dam was 1,075 feet
There were three different
long.
breaks, the dam washing away in
sections, which lessened the force of
Xs
the flood.
The; disaster was not? ue: to any
faulty' construction, it fwss 'asserted,
spillbut to the fact that the
way was frozen over and the locks

assistant
solicitor for the' Santa Fe Railway
company, left last night for Albuquerque on a short business visit
,W. W. McDowell,
representative
for the Bishop Garment company of
Cincinnati, O., was a business visitor
at the dry goods stores today.
W. A, Cameron, traveling passenger agent for the Santa Fe Railway
c(ompany, with headquarters (in IB1
Paso, was a business visitor In Las
Vegas today.
Eld Springer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Springer, returned to' Las
Vegas last night from Washington,
3D.
C, where be spent the holidays
'
wfith his parents.
E. B. Davey came in yesterday
evening from his former home in
.Amarillo, Tex., and will remain' in
Las Vegas for some time. He in--.
tends to locate here if conditions'
prove favorable.
Gilbert E. Rosenwald will leave this
evening for Kansas City, where he
will join his wife and father, who have
been there for eome time. Mr. Ro
senwald will transact Important busi
ness in Kansas City. He will be gone
week.

D. C. Duell, postmaster and prominent citizen of La Cueva, left Las
Vegas this afternoon for Havana,
Cuba, where he will be on a business
and pleasure trip for some time. Mr.
Duell ts president of the La Cueva
Ranch company.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Barnes arrived
in Las Vegas this afternoon from Kansas, where they have been visiting
friends and relatives. Mr. Barnes formerly was agent for the Wells Fargo
Express company here and will be
employed in the soutnera part of the
state.

WANTS

BANK KEPORTS

Washington, Jan. 16. The comptrol
of the currency has issued a call
for a statement of the condition of
national bah Us at the .close of buslness January 13.
K

ler

FROM HOMES
, DRIVEN
DAM RE-- ,
BY, BREAKING
TURNING TODAY

-

Cincinnati carpenters demand an
increase of from 50 to cents to 60
cents an hour.
frozenf,";

Kansas City, Mo. A number of heroes are apt to be thrown out of Jobs,
according to Dr. C. S. Venable of San
Antonio, Tex., who spoke on "The Use
of Pigskin in Grafting," before the
Medical Association of the Soutbweat"
recently In session here.
Doctor Venable, an authority on
skin grafting, said the skin of the
young pig is the best material available for such operations. He said:
"It is even better than human skin.
Records show that only about fifty per
cent of the skin grafted from a person
other than the patient takes. iThe
percentages of takes from other animals, including the rabbit, frog, cat,
dog, chicken and guinea pig, all of
which have been used, is only about
thirty-twper cent Their organisms
are too frail to stand the strain. In
experiments covering three years 1
to one
have shown that seventy-fiv- e
hundred per cent of the pigskin
grafted to human beings takes.
"Had surgeons known of the value
of pigskin, William Rugh, the Gary
newsboy who gave his life to save that
of a girl he had never seen, would be
alive today. Reba Halnds, who owes
a debt of gratitude to one hundred
Kansas CItians, might owe her debt
to several young porkers.
"Cell conditions, especially with reference to their hardihood and rapidity
of growth, are the primary factors in
skin grafting. My experiments show
that when a pig is Injured, even
though it lives In the filthiest of conditions, its wounds heal more rapidly
than those of any other living thing.
"In a pig of from two to six months
old the cells show the greatest resistance power. I etherize the animal,
carefully clean the skin, shave it off
below the hair folcles and graft By
shaving it in this way the danger of
bristles on the new body is obviated.
The new skin is about the same thickness and texture as human skin, and
serves as an excellent substitute."
FINANCING

DUTCH

A

CITY

Amsterdam Owns Most of Her Publio
Utilities, Yet Her Municipal
Debt Is Low.
London. The city of Amsterdam
owns the gas, water, and electricity
works, the street railroads, the telephone system, many of the docks and
a large amount of ground in the cen
tral business section, which is leased

for building purposes. Considering all
this valuable property, the municipal
debt, which stood at $50,625,146 on
January 1, 1913, is not high for a city
of 591,000 population.
The debt was
reduced last year by $1,200,000. The
annual interest ranges from 2 to 4
:
"!:
'
per cent
The receipts and expenditures of
the city for 1914 are officially estimated a $15,649,811, an increase of
'
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Famous Amsterdam Landmark.
$800,000 over the estimate for
Receipts and expenditures are
always estimated at the same amount
More than a third of the receipts
come from taxes; more than a fifth
from the municipal undertakings (gas,
electricity, street cars, water etc.),
and from rent of ground owned by
the city and let on long leases to
owners of buildings thereon, these
two sources contributing more than
half the receips.
The largest expense item, $3,500,000,
is .for interest and payments on principal of debt; the next largest is
,for i educational r purposes;:
poor relief and 'the support of charitable institutions take $1,200,000, while
police, street lighting, and fire department together take about the same.

nearly
1913.

Mi
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of Health Club Baking Pow-
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der will do all that you could expect any baking powder to do no
matter what its price.

For Pies, Biscuits,

v

Sol J In 10c. iSe A SSe Can
B, all Good Croar

f

f

The core of an apple, the peel of a
banana and the stone of a peach have
been used as a means of smuggling cocaine into the county Jail, but attaches believe that an entirely new
plan has been evolved, says a Denver
'
...
dispatch.
iA letter was received yesterday addressed to one of the inmates of the
"dope" ward. No signs of cocaine
could be detected in the corners of the
envelope, but the Jail officials decided
to examine the letter more closely.
A minute scrutiny of the paper on
which the letter was written revealed
that It was saturated with the drug.
There was enough in the sheet to supply one of the victims a week at least.
The letter might have escaped detection if it had not been for the fact that
the sender had overdone his work. A
white powdery substance which covered the entire letter first aroused sus-
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$ Their bank deposit book affords them a complete record of their cash receipts,
stubs of their check books are a perfect record of expenses and payments. Paying a laborer, a
store account or any other bill with a bank check is much safer than with money; because you
avoid the risk of handling: the actual cash, and the endorsed check returned by the bank is the
best kind of a receipt.
Farmers! Try the experiment for one year of keeping a bank account and see if it does not pay
you. A large number of the best farmers have accounts with us now We Want Every
.

Farmer

to Have One.

PEOPLES BANK
ROURKE MAY BE

O

TRUST CO.

'ft
DENVER, COLO.

MED fill

picion.
According

NINTH ANNUAL MEETING
SHOW,

AND SEVENTEEN

NATIONAL
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if

WESTERN

STOCK

ANNUAL CONVENTION AMERI-

CAN NATIONAL LIVE STOCK

ASSOCIATION

JANUARY 19th. to 24th., 1914
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f) Found trip

Tickets on sale sale January 17, 18, 19lb.,191l
in final return limit January 2Sth., 1914

D. L. Batcheior, Agent
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Promoter Charles O'Malley this
ELOQUENCE WENT TO WASTE morning announced that he is negotiating for a first class bout to be
Indignant Mother Had Gained Nothing staged in this city, on" or about Febby Denunciation That She
ruary 10, between Tommy O'Rourke,
Thought Effective.
one of the comers In the lightweight,
Determination writ large upon her division who has been taking the rest
ngry countenance, the mother of the cure in Las Vegas for' the past sevchild who had been bitten by an Irish
eral weeks, and Stanmy Yoakum, forterrier belonging to a new neighbor
of this city, who !s now light(Mrs. Green) gave an authoritative merly
in
Denver.
Final arrangements
"rat-tat- "
with the knocker of Mrs. ing
have not been made, but in all prob
Green's door.
The door was opened by a meek ability the bout will be staged.
looking elderly woman, and the vials
O'Rourke has a number of tempting
of: the mother's wrath burst forth.
offers from different part? of the coun""jfou're Mrs. Green, I s'pose'Bhe
New Tork,
Bneered. "Green by name an' green try, including Philadelphia,
a
and
number of
Cincinnati
Chicago,
by natur', I should call you, to keep
a feroshus anlmile like that there western cities. He stated this mornof ing that he would 'remain in Las VeIrish terrlertorial o' yourn,
innercent children an'
gas for some time if a bout could be
the whole neighborhood! I'll have the arranged, as he Is greatly in love with
law on you! I'll make you pay! D'you
the climate here. Tommy has been
hear? I'll sue you for damages and
for the past several weeks, and
resting
act
of
'ave that 'orrible dog shot by
by next month says he will be in
parlyment, I will!"
Then as she paused for a moment shape for a fast bouc.
for breath the old woman took a slate
Yoakum is In Denver. He has been
and pencil and said, in a mildly apologetic tone:
"Very sorry, mum; but would you
mind wrltln it all down? I'm stone
deaf."

il

k

to the jail attaches the
YOAKUM
paper had been boiled in water in
which there was cocaine. After the
water had boiled away the cocaine
was observed by the paper, which was PROMOTER rjfALLEY
13 NEGOthen rolled and dried. The sender of
TIATING FOR STAR BOUT
the letter has not been found.
He
HERE Ittf FEBRUARY
signed no name.
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For the best on thet market today see us.
Miller Non-Skior plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
n

Tit-Bit-

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SEC?

Bridal Array Costly.
Brides all over the world like to
make the best display possible on
their wedding day, and the bridal attire of the various countries is invariably both costly and beautiful. For
sheer gorgeousness, however, it would
be hard to rival the wedding finery of
the belles of the island of Sumatra.
The dress Is woven entirely of gold
thread, and Its weight Is so great that
the wearer can hardly move; even
standing up requires a distinct effort
Apart from this shimmering, golden
garment, the bride is loaded down
with gold ornaments, rings, bangles,
earrings, pendants, girdles and necklaces and sundry ornamental purses
of the same metal. The huge ornaments hanging on chains around her
neck are hollow, but all the smaller
charms are of solid native gold, most
massively wrought. One might almost
think that the natives, having heard
something about a good wife being
"worth her weight in gold," had set
out to prove the fact by loading their
quaint little brides with the actual
equivalent of their weight In the precious metal.

Pleasant for Auntie.
The unmarried woman who shall be
the subject of this anecdote was fixing
herself up to go out in the evening.
A certain man was going to call for
her, and though the occasion was
somewhat spoiled by the fact that they
would have to take her little niece
along, she nevertheless took the usual
care of her complexion, hair and eyes.
For the man was trembling on the
verge of a proposal.
The trio auntie, auntie's beau and
auntie's niece walked along the
street until they came to one of these
photograph galleries. You
know how awful a person looks, standing in the ghastly glare of the mercury-tube
lights that they put in the
windows of euch places? Well, they
paused in that awful greeny-yaller- y
light. And the little niece said to
auntie's beau:
"Ooo-ooh- ,
look! Auntie looks Just
like she does when she, first gets up
Plain
in the morning!" Cleveland
Dealer.
all-nig-

.

Changed the Subject.
He had plastered his touched-uNot Responsible for Husband's Debts. hair down over his bald spot, and he
Union Hill, N. J. Mrs. Albert Spra-bero- had assumed the sort of Bmile that
of this city advertised in a local his female friends called "childish"
His shoes
when he was In college.
paper that she would not be responsible for debts contracted by her hus- were shined, and so was his nose
band. She explained that her hus- And then he called on the young lady,
band will not support her and that "My object In calling on you this eve
she advertised because she did not ning, Gertrude," he began, and then
want him to borrow money in. her he coughed and added in a trembling
name.
,
voice, "I may call you Gertrude, may
"Sure you can," answered
I not?"
Collie Dog Mothers Pigs.
the young girl. "I allow all of papa's
Sidney, O. Four pigs and seven of elderly friends to call me Gertrude.
her, own puppies are being mothered The oldest of them even call me Gert.
if you wish.
by a collie owned by Judge ThompYou may say 'Gert
son. Tie mother of the pigs died and What was it you wanted to talE
an attempt to raise her offspring by about?" He coughed again, and then
the bottle method failed. All are do- talked about how much warmer it
was in the summer of 1873.
ing well under the dog's car.
w
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Farmers Should Keep a Bank Account

Why

Bane-
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Waffles or Muffins for any kind of
home baking in fact you'll
find Health Club to be the
strongest, purest and most
economical Baking Powder obtainable at any price.
Order a trial can today for tomorrow's baking then judge.
i
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LOT 7 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips,', Skirts and Combination Suits, f 1.50 and $1.75

H. D. Burrall of the Galllnas forest
planting station, came in last night
for a short business visit inLas
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JANUARY

Annual White Goods Sale
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The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
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BIDS FOR GOLF TOURNEYS
Chicago, Jan.' 16. Tljai eyes of golf
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TOMMY O'ROURKE
i

fighting a number of bouts there, winning a large percentage. The local
admirers of Yoakum e anxious that
O'Malley arrange the bout, while the
large number of fans and business
men who have become
acquainted
with O'Rourke are equally anxious
that the bout be staged. Promoter
O'Malley is being urged to make the
final arrangement add will announce
his decision within the next few days.
The bout undoubtedly would be one
of the best ever seen In Las Vegas.
O'Rourke is a man who has fought the
best In the lightweight class and has
won practically every battle. Yoakum
is a boy noted for his reputation of
never having been knocked out, and
the two men placed opposite each
other In a ring would be a big card.
The game has been dead here for
several months, but a bout like that
proposed would meet the approval of
all the fans. Doubtless it would
here .from all over northern New Mexico.

players throughout aAirge section of
the country will be turned tomorrow
towards this city, 'where the Western
Golf association will ""hold forth In an
nual session. More clubs will be represented that at any former meeting
of the big organiaztion, The principal
business of the meeting will be the
election of officers and the selection
of the places for holding the championship tournaments this year. The
election of officers will be wholly
perfunctory, since there Is no opposition to the regular ticket placed In
the field by the nomination commit
tee. The ticket Is headed by Frank
L. Woodard, of the Denver Country
club, as candidate for president. The
principal contest of the meeting will
center in the selection of tho club to
entertain the amateur championship
tho biggest
tournament, which Is
golfing event of the year in 'tie west.
The Omaha Country club,,' the .Kent
Country club of Grand Rapids and the
Mayfield Country club of Cleveland
are applicants for the tournament
The Icterlachen Country club of Minneapolis expects to get the open championship event.

"AT

"B'S"

AT THE

THIS IS NOT AN ALPHABETICAL!
STORY; IT'S ABOUT A
BOX-BAL-

The fourth game in the student box-ba- ll
tournament was played yesterday
afternoon at the Y. M. C. A. when
the Normalwhys "A" won wrom tlia
Normalwhya "B" by 120 pins, putting
the; former team in the lead of th
league. Hite' got high score with 1B!
and beat out Paulson5 for high, averagi
d
of a pin, or one pin ini
by
three games. The score:
Normalwhya "A" 1420
111
130
Landau
US
171
169
177
Paulson
Hite
..190 ' 173
i;,i
one-thir-

489

Linberg

...

1302
149
130

163

... ........131

........... 117

47S

455

Normalwhys "B"
'

133
ISA
17S

16i

1

rounds at Toledo.
.Johnny Ritchie vs.. "Kid" Gilbert,
eight rounds at Toledo.

Hi

443

Team Scores
:".

Total I In

Normalwhys "A"
Juniorwhys "A"
The new wage scale for plasterers
Hiwhys
in Houston, Texas, ranges from $S to
Normalwhys "B"

$7

a

day.

Do' you beeln to couctit at

nicM,
lust when you hope to sleep? Do you
a
have tickling throat that keeps you
awake? Just take Foley's Honey and
It will check the
Tar Comnonnd.

cough and stop the tickling sensation
at once. Doe3 not upset the stomach,
s best for children and rrown ter- PETROSKEY IS ILL
O. G. Sohaefer and Red Cross
sons.
16.
PetrosThe
Los Angeles, Jan.
Store. Adv.
Drug
scheduled
y
boxing wntest,
for tomorrow at Vernon arena, was
On' One "ESOMO QUININE"
indefinitely postponed today.
was reported ill, suffering That is LAXATIVE BUOMO QUIKIXB.
from an ailment wnioh it was eaid Look for tho utenntoro of E. W.
might be diagnosed' as appendicitis. GROVE. Cim a cold In one day,
Cures grip in two days, 23s. Asir.
Petroskey was sticken yesterday.

L

GAME

FOR TONIGHT
Ehrlck
Gilbert Gallant vs.' "One Round" Condon
Hogan. 20 rounds at Salt hake City.
Jack White vs. Gus "(fagner, 10
FIGHTS

THE

BEAT

Noyoa

..

Average

2843
2703
2CCI

to Date
.J..172

Paulson
Hite
Stewart

171 i
VA 1
155

MeCuHough
Enrich.

Eowen

TUiOiio

ir
I'

1

Hi
1

'
I.4anI fnlni'd
In 19 IS.

..
;

"

:

117

Landau
ffahni
Linborg

'

I'll
T7

Condon
Mekmev

irner

I
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
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Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. lfli A number
cf deputy game wardens of the etate
fcave misconstrued the law and want
to deny residents of New Mexico a
hunting license, unless they can show
a tax receipt for 100"br more. This
Is misreading the law, which if read
owncarefully, Bays that
if
the
in
New
Mexico,
property
ing
taxes on that property amount to as
much as f 100 yearly shall he entitled
to resident hunting license for J1.50,
instead of paying the regular
license of flO.
New Incorporation
The Glenn Land and Cattle company filed incorporation papers with
the state corporation, commission
This company has its headquar
ters at Silver City and Herbert J. Mo
Crath Is the statutory agent The
capital stock is $250,000, divided into
1 shares, and the company starts bus
iness with $2,000 subscribed, held by
the following Incorporators and directors: J. H. Snyder, Pearce, Ariz., 995
chares; Calvin Glenn, Pearce, Ariz., 995
shares; H. J. McGrath, Silver City, 10
shares.
New Women
'

on Board

New appointments on the woman's
auxiliary board of the managers of the
Kan Diego exposition, have been made
by Governor McDonald as follows:
Mrs. R. Mi Jackson, of Aztec, vice
Mrs. J. L. G. Swinney, who did not ae- icept the appointment Also Sister Margaret Mary, of Bernalillo, vice Mrs.

Bernalillo, 159; Chaves, 213; Colfax,
4G; Curry, 10; Dona Ana, 61; Jddy,
69; Grant, in ; aiCItfiiley, 22; Mora,
8; Otero, 13; QTay, I9f Rio Arriba, 1;
Roosevelt 23; Sandoval, 6; San Juan,
9; San Miguel, 49; Santa Fe, 43;
Sierra, 4; Socorro, 62; Taos, 2; Torrance, 15, Union 13; Valencia, 11;
Guadalupe, 5; Lincoln, 14, and Luna,
54. Total, 1,031.
New "Lawyers Today

The hoard of bar examiners today
made the following report on the re
cent examination for admission to the
bar. Admitted, George S. Peet
J. C. Gilbert, Roswell; Walter M.
Danburg, Farmingfon; Harry C. Miller, Albuquerque; uhn J. Kenney,
Santa Fe; Henry A. Kiker, Cimarron;
Chas. L.
O. C. Taylor, Albuquerque;
Kennedy, Ancho; J. S. Vaught, Doming; Lee R. York, Capitan, B. D. Richards, Gallup; George Lougee, Santa
Fe; A. G. Perriot, Roswell. The bar
examiners In their report to the court,
also suggested that a part of the bar
examinations In the future he devoted
to the constitution of New Mexico.
Ros-wel-

l;

Best f.ouah Medicine for Children
"I am very glad to say a few words
in praise of Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy," writes Mrs. Lida Dewey,
Milwaukee, Wis. "I have used It for
years both for my children and my

self and it never fails to relieve ana
cure a cough or cold. No family with
children should be without it as it
gives almost immediate relief In cases
of croup." Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, is pleasant and safe to take, which
is of great Importance when a medicine must be given to young children.
Dor saie ny an ueaiers. auv.

of appreciation for the prominent
part Mr. Glass took in the enactment
of the new currency law.

A

GUILD'S

LAXATIVE

IS "SYRUP OF FIGS"
FROM FRUIT CAN'T HARM
TENDER STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS

MADE

If your little one's tongue is coated,
it is a sure Bign the stomach, liver
and bowels need a egntle, thorough
cleansing at once. When your child
is cross, peevish, listless, pale, doesn't
sleep, act naturally; If breath is bad,
stomach sour, system full of cold,
throat sore, or if feverish, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," and in a few hours all the
clogged-up- ,
constipated waste, sour
bile and undigested food will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again.
Sick children needn't be coaxed to
take this harmless "fruit laxative."
Millions of mothers keep It handy because they know its action on the
stomach, liver and bowels is prompt
and sure. They also know a little
given today saves a sick child tomorro-

States battleship Idaho at the society's annual meeting and banquet
here tomorrow night. The trophy
will be received by Captain W. H.
Howard, late commanding officer of
the Idaho, and later will be conveyed
to the battleship, which is now in
service at the Philadelphia navy yard.

5he OPTIC

RESTAURANT

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
Nft-10BROTHERHOOD
Meets every Monday night at
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. ball, on Douglas avenue M
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are eo
third Thursday
each month, Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Prea
brothers cordially In dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. &
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

COLUMN

Adv.

RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
Petten, Secretary,
TISEMENTS
DAKOTA tDITORS
F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesBismarck, N. Dv Jan. 16. Publish
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day evenings each month at Wooders and editors of newspapers throug- Five cents per line each Insertion.
men halll Visiting brothers cordialKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
out North Dakota were present In Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
Tae-- r
conclave
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
WZ.fi
force today at the opening of the No ad to occupy less space than two
In each Ktentfc at
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova. Secretary.
day
the
State lines
annual winter meeting of
All advertisements
charged
Temple at 7:S3 p. . Q. H.
ress association.
President P. R. will be booked at space actually set
Chas. Tamnie, ReKlakel,
Trubshaw of Valley City, presided at without regard to number of words.
corder.
the opening session and delivered his Cash In advlnce preferred.
NORTH

Reg-t4jssl-

Urn-soni- e

C;

annual address. At the afternoon ses
sion the members took up for discus
sion ?i number of problems of import
ance to those engaged in newspaper
making, as well as questions relating
to the welfare and development of the
state. Officers will be elected and a
place for the next meeting chosen to
morrow.

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
Bound
, East
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
. 7:43 p. m,
7.: 20 p. m
Temple at 7:30 p. m. P. No. 2
JLi
. tsnnegar, h. P.: F.O. No. 4. ...11:54 p. m
,eUSjr
.11:59 p. m,
1 i"tMlN
Blood; Secretary.
No.
2:25 a. m.... . 2:30 a. m.
No. 10.. ... 1:35 p. m... . . 2:00 p. m
I. O. O. F. LAB
I n n5 it un
West Bound
OPTIC NUMBfeU, MAIN ft,
1. Meets every Monday evenlne at
Arrive
Depart
their hall on Sixth street All vttfttne No. 1. .. 1:10 p- m
1:35 p. m.
brethren cordially invited to attend No. 3. ... 6:35 a. m..... 6:40 a. m,
F. D. Fries. N, O.: Gus Lehman, V. o .: No. 7. . .. 4:20 p. m
4:30 p. m.
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wert
7:00 p. m.
No. 9. ... 6:35 p. m
WANTED Good coot at Las Vegas
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeteo

fit

.

jjl

u
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Just when you hope to sleep? Do you
nave a ticKimg inroat mai Keeps yuu
awake? Just take Foley's Honey and
Tar uompouna. u win cneun. iuc
iha ttakltne1 sensation
at once. Does not upset the stomach,
is nest ror cniiaren anu grown prisons. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
Only One "BROMO QUININE"

That is LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
W
Look for the signature of E.
GROVE. Cures a cold in one day,
Cures grip in two days. 25s. Adv,

.

hospital.

-

Trustee.

For float

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' borne on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Rnler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
B.

FOR RENT

Elegant furnished suite;
parlor and bedroom" with piano,
also large sunny south room with
private entrance, steam heat, all
modern conveniences. Inquire 1022
Fourth Street,

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
716
ROOMS,
Grand
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
Avenue.
first and third Mondays of each
month
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FOR RENT Cottage
in desirable
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers- neighborhood, newly painted, pa
pered, electric lights. Low rate. man, President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
Phone Purple 5301.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
employed,
comfortable, furnished East Las Vegas, N. M.

FURNISHED

I-

.

I

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OP"
lj

GET

room; no health seekers.
Purple B301.

iCfflE

PRACTICALLY

FOR
;

I0TIC

I

L

ri

Thursday

FLOUR realb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

fufiscsllatscssiis

MODERN WOODMEN OF. AMERICA
for a few more
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
boarders at Nelson Love at Woodmen or the World hall
gentleman
Ranch, Mineral Hill. Phone Olive on the second and fourth Mondays ol
6581 for terms.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
MEXICAN drawnwork and hand hem
VIsltlns
Local Deputy.
Montague,
stitching to order. Call afternoons, members are especially welcoae anc"
814 Douglas avenue.
cordially Invited.
ACCOMMODATIONS

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6,50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:
i

L. O. O. MOOSE

of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock P
sewing machine for sale cheap m.
Visiting brothers are cordially In
Troy Hotel.
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlet
Greenclay, Secretary.

i

v

you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

GOOD

b
it

1

1

Lest

KNIGHTS

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be o- -

NO. 804.

2 tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main lit
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

The National Sportsman

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

The Woman's Home Companion
McClur es

--

RETAIL PRICES

or More, Each Dslvery
2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 Ibs, Each Delivery
50 Ibs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than SO lbs. Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 Ibc,

to

....

....20oic

per

101

ibs.

a ma

it,.

..S0o

per

108

Iks.

40c per 161

Ik.

w....50c

per

.

..

.

161

lea.

AG DA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, 8 borers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Pnflti
Lasting Qualities of Whleh Have Made Las Vegas Tarn on.

M3

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hun re)

15he
PUBLISHING COMPANY

vf?""

Attorneys-at-La-

E

Las Vegas.

MONUMENT

JONES-BOWEfl3

n

23
E. A!

New Merle-

-

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.
W. W. BOWERS.
JONES

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified td& fteejch eat the people te
those who MIGHT BIT the particular

vhenv-em-

ttis

That property yom vatt to
whe reads the ads. la Wm aevspsper
your property unless It were advertised

oss

U wortk Meet

sell Is W0K7R MOSV v

V

PHONE. MAIN 2

if

V)

v

W

01

U wel levet

eeaees
mew

er.

t

Others, who read and answer ads. la this ievsia;er wamt (i2
are anxious to pay cah tor) books, aateraohllee, ued watils.nf
llness ef ay sert, aid maslesJ in
and furnltiu'e, artielss ot
stnunemta.

h

As the elaaittled ads. are read by all fessifele fcyis, ef all
aoaae le se Ciadert ef tae heat m.
alble torts ef Ulacs, they

ht
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(STER-

OF

COLUMBUS, COUN-CIMeets second and
!0urth
Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
L.uti saver mesn purse. Finder
return to Bacharach Brothers and Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
receive reward.
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

giving you

a present for doing something

For sto

i

I

It

Meets second and
evening each
LARGE, airy room, comfortably fur month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
nished, 803 Jackson, corner Eighth brothers cordially invited. Howard T
street. Phone Main 313.
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuei
day of the month in the vestry roomi

,

1

EMPRESS
FLOUR

Phone
fourth

GOOD

CAFE

CHAPMAN

'frr

mi

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

EfflBf

Joints that ache., muscles that are
drawn or contracted should he treated with BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT.
It penetrates to the spot
where It is needed and relieves suffering. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

w-Ask

botyour druggist for a t
tle of "California Syrup of Figs,"
which contains directions for babies,
children of all ages and for grown-up- s
plainly on the bottle. Beware of coun
terfeits sold here. Get the genuine,
CARTER GLASS HONORED
made by "California Fig Syurp Com
Lynchburg, Va., Jan. 16. Repre- pany." Don't be fooled! Adv.
sentative Carter Glass of the Sixth
Bonifacio Montoya, resigned.
1,031 Auto Licenses
Virginia district is to be the guest at
TROPHY FOR U. S. S. IDAHO
licenses
a banquet to be given in hla honor
, '
the
to
date, Including
Up
Jan. 16. The Knox trophy
Boston,
commercial
tne
of
tomorrow night by
vteent out last night from the office
the Massachusetts society
offered
toy
liElaborate
prepbodies
of
automobile
Lynchburg.
he secretary of state,
will be
censes had been Bent out to owners arations have been completed for the of the Sons of the Revolution
to
United
the
e
as
mark
formally
intended
presented
is
which
follows:
affair,
in the various counties as

T5he

fe
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to see the Fan! orSeitTny
visibly joining this story to his. Here
was a legacy from Napoleon; an instrument created by his uncle, which
lie, the heir, should use. There was
a long silence when Francois had finished, and Louis'
voice
broke it.
'"One day perhaps a marshal of
France under another Bonaparte,' " ho
"It was the
repeated thoughtfully.
accolade, the old right of royality,"
and gazed, if reflecting, at the other
man's face.
. Heightened color told how much it
meant to Francois Beaupre to hear
those words spoken by the prince!.
My prince, I will .tell you thougti
it may be of little moment to know-t- hat
it is not for my own advancement that I care. It is the truth that
I would throw away a hundred lives
if I had tbem, to see the house of Bonaparte rule France. It is only so, I
believe, that France can become great
once more. We need heroes to lead
us, we Frenchmen, not shopkeeper
kings such as Louis Phillippe; if it has
not a hero the nation loses courage,
and its interest In national life. But
the very name of Napoleon is inspiration it pricks the blood; a monarch
of that name on France's throne, and
cur country wilLwake, will live. You,
my prince, are the hope of the hcrsse
tion

with a feeling which swept" over him:
for a moment he did not answer. Then
ho spoke In a low tone.
"When a knight of the old time
went to battle," he said, "he wore on
his helmet the badge of his lady and
carried the thought of her In his heart.
A man fights better so."
And the silent prince understood.

s'et'Fned

deep-pitche- d
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"What a mother!" fie cried aloud
tossing up his hands with French dem
onstrativeness, aa the memory came
to him of the days In Ancona when he
lay at death's door, hidden in the verj
room next that of the Austrian gen
eral, saved only at last by the mar
velous mother's wit and courage. Thf
journey through Italy to France, thai
was drama enough for one life. Rec
ognized at every turn, betrayed never
and ending with Prince Louis smiled
his slow dim smile a fitting ending
Indeed to days whose every minute
was adventure. He thought of thf
landlord of the inn, the old cavalry
man; the young Frenchman Beaupre
that was the name; It was set in hit
memory; had been In that tenacious
memory since an afternoon of 1824,
when a runaway schoolboy prince had
slipped over the Jura, and played with
three other children, about a ruined
castle; he saw Francois Beaupre take
reverently in his hand the sword which
Napoleon had held and then the
alarm! That was a fine sight the
dash of the youngster through the
startled mob of Austrlans; the flying
leap to the horse; the skirmish to get
free, and, at last, the rush of the
chase. He had seen it all watching
quietly while his mother and the landlord Implored him to hide himself.
That young Frenchman if he should
be alive if ever he should meet him
again Prince Louis would not forget.
It was psychological that he should
have' been thinking this when a knock
Bounded deferentially on the door of
the room. But ' picturesque coincidences happen In lives as well as on
the stage; in Louis Napoleon's there
was more than one. "Entrez!" he
called sharply, and then, "Come in!"
The door swung slowly and Aaron,
and

SYNOPSIS.

.

CHAPTEn
Beaupre, a
Heasant babe of three years, after an
.musing 1bIncident in which Marshal Ney
made a Chevalier of France
Insures,
Ifey the Emperor Napoleon. In the. home
mt the lad's
parents in the village of
France, where the emperor had briefstopped to hold a council of war. Naly
poleon
that the boy misht
wne dayprophesied
be a marshal of France under
nother Bonaparte.
I
CHAPTER II At the age of ten Fran-moi- u
meets a strang-ewho is astoniBhed
,when the boy tells him he may one day
,m a "marshal of France under another
Napoleon."
$
CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates
pis nerve by climbing a lofty church
This deed is witnessed by the
teeple.
tranger who marvels at the boy's same-,neand asks him to visit him at
the Chateau.
visits General
, CHAPTER
the Baron Gaspard Gourgaud, who with
d
his
lives
Alixe,
t the Chateau. A soldier daughter,
of the Empire
Under Napoleon he tires the boy's imagination with stories of his campaigns
With the emperor.
CHAPTER V Francois' father loses
in possessions in a game of chance.
CHAPTER VI The general offers
Francois a home at the Chateau. The
refuses to leave his parents, but in
foy
'the end becomes copyist for the general
uid learns of the friendship between the
general and Marquis Zappl, who
with the General under Napol-oa,

ss

n.

CHAPTER
Zappl and
on, Pletro, arrive at the Chateau. The
general agrees to care for the Marquis'
on while the former goes to America.
CHAPTER VIII Francois shows marked attention to Marquis Zappl because
he once saved the life of the general.
The Marquis before leaving for America
asks the boy to be a friend of his son.
(.TTrancols solemnly promises.
CHAPTER IX Francois goes to the
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappl dies
leaving Pletro as a ward to the general.
Allxo, Pletro and
Francois meet a
atrange boy who proves to be Prince
.Louis Napoleon. Francois saves his life.
CHAPTER X The general discovers
Francois loves Alixe, and extracts promise from him that he will not interfere
between the girl and Pletro.
TII-Mar- quls

white-aprone-

Is a prisCHAPTER
oner of the Austrlans for five years, In
the castle owned by Pletro in Italy. He
discovers In his guard one of Pletro's old
family servants and through him sends
word to his friends of his plight.
XIV-Ftan- cols

'

I

T

V
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NEW BREAD

"PAPE'S

DIAPEPSIN"
DIGESTS
FOOD WHEN STOMACH CAN'T
CURES INDIGESTION

Do some foods you eat hit back
taste good, but work badly; ferment
into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,
sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. or
Mrs. Dyspeptic, jot this down: Pape's
Diapepsin digests everything, leaving
nothing to sour and upset you. There
never was anything so safely quick, so
certainly effective. No difference how
badly your Btomach is disordered you
will get happy relief in five minutes,
but what pleases you most is that it
strengthens and regulates your Btomach so you can eat your favorite foods
'
without fear.
Most remedies give you relief sometimesthey are slow, but not sure.
Tape's Diapepsin" Is quick, positive
and puts your stomach in a healthy
condition to the misery won't came

of Napoleon."

fifty--

ff'm

CHAPTER XVIII Francois
escapes
through a secret passage from the wine
cellar. AUxe awaits him on horseback
and leads him to his friends on board
the American sailing vessel, the "Lovely
Lucy."
CHAPTER XIX Francois, as guest of
the "Lovely Lucy,"
JlarrytoHampton, on
America to manage Pletro's esgoes
tate in Virginia.
CHAPTER XX Francois wins reaped
and admiration of the arlstocratlo southerners. He becomes a favorite in tb
home of the Hamptons.
y
CHAPTER
Hampton falla
In love with Francois and pleads with
him for the story of Napoleon.

Louis

Bonaparte

could not daunt, "ole Marse sen' mt
bring you dis hyer Marse Bopray."
A light figure stepped before the
black and white of Aaron, and halted,
and bowed profoundly. The light from
the window shone on his face and the

dark immense eyes that lifted toward
Prince Louis, and for a moment he
stared, puzzled. Was he In the present? Surely this man was part of the
past which he had been reviewing
Surely he had ,played a role in the
With a
prince's history where?
flashing thought into the years he

XXI-Luc-

(Continued From Yesterday.)

knew.
"Mon ami!" cried Louis Bonaparte,
and sprang forward and stretched out

XXIV.

i

Brothers.
Colonel Hampton's study was dark
j
ifrom floor to celling with brown oak
wainscoting and was lightened by a
'.dull brightness of portraits. An ancestor In a scarlet coat, the red turnled yellow and brown with time; an
ancestress In dimmed glory of blue
satin and lace and pearls; a judge in
jhis wig and gown, gave the small
A broad window
room importance.
'looked through bare branches, lacyrblack against sky, across a rolling
'country and groups of woodland.
On the morning of the first day oi
April, 1837, Prince Louis Napoleon
Bonaparte stood at this window, star
;lng at brown fields and trying to tract
ia likeness between this new world
'and the ancient country which he called his; France, where, since he was
seven years old, he had been allowed
to spend but a few weeks', France,
which had freshly exiled him; France,
'the thought of which ruled him, as he
meant one day to rule her; France, foi
whom he was eating his heart out to-day, as always, thousands of miles
from her shores.
He recalled the happy life at Aren
enberg, In Switzerland, and the work
and play and soldierly training which
all pointed, In the boy's mind, to one
end to serve France a Bervice which
did not at that time mean sovereign
ty, for the Duke of Reichstadt, Na
poleon's son, was alive and the head
He
of the house of Bonaparte.
thought of his short career, his and
his
brother's together
with the Italian Insurgents against the
Austrlans, and the lonely man's hear!
longed for his own people as he wenl
lover again that time of excitcmenl
and sorrow, ending with the oldei
'.boy's death at Forli and hi3 own ill
jiess and narrow eiiia fromcature
j

i

i

MoreNw
in Philadef:

both hands, his royalty forgotten in
the delight of seeing a face which recalled his youth and his mother.
Francois, two minutes later, found
himself standing, bursting with loyal
ty and pride, with the prince's hands
clasping his, and the prince s transformed face beaming on him.
"You rode like the devil," said the
prince. "But the Austrians had the
!
How
horses. That poor
did you get away? Where have you
been? Mon Dieu, but we looked for
you, Zappi and I!"
"But no, your highness, I did not
get away," smiled Francois Beaupre
as if imparting a joyful bit of news.
"They caught me."
And he told briefly his story of the
five years in prison, of the desperate
escape, of the rescue and voyage to
America, of his wrecked health, not
yet
Through the ac
count shone the unconquerable French
Another thing there was
gaiety.
which a Frenchman and a Bonaparte
could not fail to see that the thought
of his service to the house of Bona
parte had been a sustaining pride,
and the hope of future service an inspiring hope.
Superstition and gratitude laid hold
together on the prince's troubled
mind. He threw himself back into
Colonel Hampton's leather
throne-lik- e
in impressiveness and size;
the mask of impassivity closed on his
colorless featues.
"Sit there, Monsieur," he ordered,
"and tell me your life."
Simply, yet dramatically as was his
gift, the young man went over the
tale which he had told to Lucy Hampton, that and more. And the prince
listened to every word. He, too, had
the French sensitiveness to theatrical
effect, and his overwrought imagina
Bleu-bleu-

arm-chai-

mechanics

000 building

varieu i"o uew jrcni
with increasesr-wages- .
The Bricklayers, Masons and Plasterers' union of Hagerstown, Md., has
put in a demand for a wage scale of
50 cents an hour, effective April 1.
"The adoption of a pension system
was reecntly submitted to the membership of the Bricklayers, Masons and
Plasterers' International union and
has been carried by a substantial

e.

,iF mum

"Mon Ami," Cried

I

men in Europe, let the gleam of d'
smile escape. He listened with close
attention while Francois told of his
organization of the youth of the neighborhood into a cavalry company, and
of their drill twice a week.
"And you are the captain, Monsieur?"
Francois smiled a crafty, worldly-wis- e
smileor perhaps it was as if a
child would seem crafty and" worldly-wis"No, my prince," he answered,
shaking his head sagely. "That would
not. be best. I am little known, a foreigner. They think much of their old
families, the people of these parts.
So that it is better for the success
of the company that the captain should
be of the nobility of the country. One
sees that. So the captain of the company is Monsieur Henry Hampton, the
younger, the kinsman of Monsieur le
Colonel, and a young man of great
goodness, and the best of friends to
me. Everything that I can do for his
pleasure is my own pleasure."
The prince turned his expressionless gaze on the animated face. "Mademoiselle Lucy likes the young monsieur?"
"But yes, my prince she likes every one, Mademoiselle Lucy. It is sunshine, her kindness; it falls everywhere and blesses where it falls. She
loves Henry as e brother."
"As a brother!" the prince repeated
consideringly. "Yes, a brother. You
find Mademoiselle Lucy of of a kind
disposition."
"Beyond words, and most charming," Francois answered steadily, and
flushed a little. He felt himself being
probed. With that the facile, mysterious, keen mind of the prince leaped,
chasm. "That
It seemed, a world-wid- e
most winning little girl of the ruined
chateau of Vieques our playmate
Alixe you remember how she tated,
'I am Alixe," and was at once shipwrecked with embarrassment?"
T remember," Francois said shortly,
and was conscious that he breathed
quickly and that his threat was dry,
and that the prince knew of both trou-
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CHAPTER XVI Francois as a guest
f the Austrian governor of the castle
prison Inspects the Interior of the wine
cellar of the Zappls.
CHAPTER XVTI Francois receives a
note from Pletro explaining in detail how
to escape from his prison. He starts and
reaches the wine cellar.
CHAPTER XT Francois goes to Itnly
e secretary to Pletro.'
an Ititor-vlrwith Alixe before leaving and nearly reveals his love for her.
CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans
the esrape of her son Louis Napoleon
bv
disguising him and Marquis Zappl as her
lackeys.
CHAPTER XIII Francois takes Marquis Zappi's place, who is 111, in the
escape of Hortense and Iouls. Dressed
as Louis' brother Francois lures the
.Austrlans from the hotel allowing the
Prince and his mother to escape.

CHAPTER

EAT CABBAGE, FISH

'r

CHAPTER XV-T- he
general. Alixe and
Pletro hear from Francois and plan his
rescue.

-

Tomorrow)

With a quick step forward he threw
himself on his knees before the quiet
figure in the throne-lik- e
chair; he seized the prince's hand and, head bent,
kissed it with passion. There was a
line of color in-- each cheek as his face
lifted, and his brilliant look was shot
with a tear.
"If I may die believing that I have
helped to win your throne, I shall die
in happiness."
Prince Louis had his mother's warm back.
heart, and this went to it. He put his
as
soon
as
You feel different
hand on the other's shoulder, familDiapepsin" comes in contact
"Pape's
as
if
two
kinswere
the
iarly
equals,
with the stomach distress just vanmen.
no
The brotherly touch on Francois' ishesyour stomach gets sweet,
shoulder was withdrawn, and with gen- gases, no belching, no eructations of
tle dignity, with a glance, the prince undigested food, your head clears and
lifted him to his feet, and Francois you feel fine.
stood happy, dazed, before him. He
Go now, make the best investment
found himself telling his plans, his
you ever made, by getting a large
methods, his efforts to fit himself for cent
case of Pape's Diapepsin from
the usefulness that might be on the
any drug store. You realize in five
way.
Is to suffer
"I have studied enormously, my minutes how needless It
from
Indigestion, dyspepsia or any
stood in it.
prince. All known books on warlike
"Marse Prince," he stated with a dig- subjects, all I could borrow or steal I stomach disorder. Adv.
nity of service which crowned heads have studied. Ah, yes! I know much
of these things."
Louis Bonaparte, with an exhaustive
I
I
military education, a power ofvVili- LABOR WORLD NOTES.

seven-year-ol-

""

(To be Continued

v

r

The total membership of the American Federation of Labor is now estimated at 2,054,326, which Is an increase of about 300,000 for the year
1913.
The receipts of the organization for the year aggregated a quarter
of a million dollars.
A recent report of the Canadian department of labor shows that the number of strikes in the Dominion during
the 12 years ending with 1912 was
1,319, or an average of 110 a year.
The employes conceuied in these
strikes nunibered 319,880.
Printers in Vaucouver, B. C, have
decided to work only five days a week
in order that the members of the typo
graphical union who are out of em
ployment may have an opportunity to
earn sufficient money to provide for
their families.
The senate committee on education
and labor will shortly begin public
la
hearings on the Kenyon
Vbmen bills.
bor and eight-hou- r
These measures have been before
congress for many years without affir
mative action by eithur house. They
strike at the evils of chTTd labor and
overwork for women throua;'.! the interstate commerce clause of the constitution.
anti-chil-

te

bles,

"Is she still 'Alixe' the same
Colds to be Taken Seriously
Alixe?" inquired the prince, turning osIntelligent people realize that com
tentatiously to the window. "Has she mon
colds should be treated promptly.
grown up as sweet and fresh and brilIf there Is sneezing and chillinesn
a
as
the
rosebud
flower
promliant
with hoarseness, tickling throat and
ised?"
couching, begin promptly- the use ot
Francois, hearing his own heart Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
beat, attempted to answer in a par is effective, pleasant to take, checks
ticularly casual manner, which is a dif- a cold, and stops the cough which
ficult and sophisticated trick. He fail causes loss of sleep and lowers the
ed at it. "They say I think she vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer and
has oh, hut yes, and I think" he Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
-

stammered and the prince cut short
his sufferings. "Ah, yes! I see that
it is with you, as with Monsieur Henry, a case of devoted brotherhood. You
love her as a brother you will not
boast of her.
"You have done well, Chevalier
You have done so well that
Beaupre.
when the time is ripe again it will
not he long for Strasburg must be
wiped out in success that I shall send
for you to help mo, and I shall know
that you will bo ready. I see that
the star which leads us both is the
only light which shines for you. It
noics your unuiviaea soui, unevalior
I am right?"
Francois turned his swiftly chan-lnlaco. tOward the f.neakRrt drawu

s

Difference iri Working Hour
man's working day is 8 hours.
His body organs must work perfect
ly 24 hours to keep him fit for 8 hours
work.
Weak, sore, inactive kidneys
can not do it. They must be sound
and healthily active all the time. Foley Kidney Pills will make them so.
You cannot take them Into your system without good results followin?.
O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
A

A-

Chronic Constipation Cured
"Five years a?o 1 had the worst
aso of chronic constipation I ever
.ripw of and Chamborlain's Tablets
ji .ired me," writes S. F. Fish, Brooklyn, Mich. For sale by ill dealers.
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LOCAL NEWS

Light automobile lamps at 5:41
o'clock this evening.

Almost 400 Boxes of the Sweetest, Juicest

Try a dram ol Old Tayior Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Ad?.

"GUimiST" lOranges
M
:

J

Fresh, fish and oysters just In at
The Bismark. Open all night Adv,

Ripened

Seedles-Tr- ee

want
They have that delicious tanff or smack that makes you
more.
Their juke is richer than wine.
Their sweetness has the delicate, zestful flavor which only
comes to an orange that ripens slowly on its sunny bough, during warm golden days.
They are the finest oranges grown in the world,'

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Hya, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
The Knlghta of Columbus are
preparations for their Informal
dance on January 22, which was announced eonie time ago. Adv.

Buy Them by the Box

$3.50
2pG

MARKET OFFERS

IDE

to

CQo

a

BlffilETS

As
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
--

prices.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES 1LFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

All Elks who are Interested in the
minstrel show that is to 'be given in
the near future or who wish to take

part in the performance, are requested
to meet at the lodge rooms at the Ellis'
club Tuesday night at 8 o'clock. Mrs.
Charles Kohn, who will have charge
of the production of the show, will he
present.

can now furnish automobiles for
hire at etny time needed. The best of
service with reasonable prices.
.

v

1--2.

B. HUBBARD
Agent Overland Automobiles

Phone Main 397

-

417

Jude David J. Leahy yesterday af
ternoon set February 25 as the date
upon which he will continue the hearManza-nare- s
ing of the case of Francisco
Baca
and Valerio
against Fila-delfo Baca, in which the plaintiffs
seek to have the defendant, surviving
administrator of the estate of the late
Jose Albino Baca, make an account
ing and report concerning the es
tate. The item upon which a report
is especially desired is $10,000 in cash,
which, It is alleged, was left in a bank
at the time of the death of the late
Mr. Baca.

t

Railroad Ave

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
LIFE t

i.'i

the better the bread the
stronger the staff. To obtain the best bread you
must use the best flour
and that is undoubtedly.
Ask
Our Pride brand.
any one who has tried it
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

TAX ROLLS ARE IN
TREASURER'S

PH,?,NE

FRESH EVAPORATED FRUITS
;

Apricots
Peaches
Pears
Prunes
Loganberries
Currants

5

.

?J.

'"

J

Raisins
Majesiic Brand Apples
Fids and Dates

THE ORMF

&

County Assessor Manuel Sanchez
and his deputy, Enrique Armijo, yesterday completed the tax rolls, sending one copy to the traveling auditor's office in Santa Fe and turning
the other over to County Treasurer
Miss Madeline
Eugenlo Romero.
Kelly, deputy county treasurer, expects to send early next week a notice to each taxpayer in the county,
Informing him that the taxes for 1913
are now collectable. A short period
will be given in which payments can
be made before the penalties are
added.
The tax rolls were made according
to the changes ordered by the state
substantial
board of equalization,
raises having been made in valuations
of many classes of property.
The
hooks are so arranged, however, that
should the raises ordered be ruled
out by the supreme court, to which
the taxpayers appealed, the taxes
may be paid upon the valuations or
iginally fixed. The supreme court's
ruling Is looked forward to with In
terest by every property owner in
the county, aa the valuations, originally, were set at the correct figures,
recording to men who know what
they are talking about.
(

C3 l!:a.3 of ine lias! of EverylMng EMM

EIAYVARQ CO. STORE

HANDS

COUNTY ASSESSOR COMPLETES
WORK, MAKING CHANGES
ORDERED BY STATE

1

L

t

.1
Keystone.

Buy It Because It's a

Better Car

!'

Model T Touring $615

CAN'T WORK BOTH

n'

UTOS FOR HIRE
I

Comedy
Kaybee.

SELECTION

l

a

I

Reliance.

larger city, and in this lies the secret
of bringing more settlers to the
'

A

The funeral of Mrs. C. A. McMillan
be held tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock from the family residence
on the Hot Springs boulevard. Rev.
All classes of good things abound
Norman Skinner will officiate at the
on
the market this week. Tomorrow
services.
will see even better products, aa the
It Is rumored about Las Vegas that merchants always make special prepa symphony orchestra Is to be organ- arations for Sunday's dinner. Among
ized lil this city in the near future. things to be purchased tomorrow for
No doubt this Organization, will be dinner on Sunday are the following,
well received, as the demand for at the prices quoted: ' Ripe tomatoes,
lo cents a pound; cauliflower, 15
iis great.
j something of the kind
cents a pound; celery, three hunches
M. B. Wasson, a pioneer resident of for 25 cents; aplnach, two pounds for
a
Shoemaker, was taken seriously ill at 25 cents; green onions, 5 cents
hie home yesterday, and was brought bunch; turnips, carrots, parsnips and
to Las Vegas this afternoon. He will beets, 5 cents a pound; cranberries,
85
be a patient at the Las Vegas hospital 20 cents a quart or two quarts for
proother
and
cents,
tempting
many
for some time. His illness is due to
'
ducts in the vegetable line.
v
old age.
In fruits the following may be purchased:
Oranges, from 25 cents a
in
this
turned
was
A fire alarm
dozen to ,50 cents a dozen; lemons,
barns
the
from
I'ura
Agua
morning
on Twelfth street The fire proved 50 cents a dozen; apples at various
to be a email blaze which originated prices; bananas, 40 cents a dozen.
in the fence surrounding the yard. The nut supply also is heavy, many
Is
Both fire departments responded to tasty nuts being in stock. Cheese
an- attractive product, and all kinds,
the alarm.
fresh, of course, may be. purchased.
In 'meats and poultry the market
Dr. Jacob H. Landau, spiritual direc
the usual .outlay, but with
offers
morn
this
tor of Temple Monteflcfe,
advance in the price of tura
slight
to
decided
he
has
announced
that
ing
The
price at Christmas was
keys.
postpone his lecture on "The English,
25 cents a pound, while the birds
next
until
night.
Friday
Sufragette"
27 to 30 cents a pound at
This lecture was to have been given range from
Ducks,
geese and rabbits
present.
this evening at the temple.
also may be purchased.
January clearance sale. We must
raise cash at once. $27.50, $25.00,
CONVICT CAP?
$22.50 and $15.00 suits and overcoats
on sale for $11.95, including Adler
Rochester Suits and Overcoats., For
ieCATtP
five days only. See us. Taichert's
Clothing Store. Aav.

Stearns Store
JAVAJ0

BRIDGE STREET
Drama
"TONY'S SACRIFICE"
"COHEN SAVES THE FLAG"
Drama
"THE REVELATION"

OF TURKEYS, HOWEVER, IS GOING UPWARD
SINCE CHRISTMAS

will

'

Any Size, by the Box
By the Dozen
By the Half Box C1.Q0

MUTUAL MOVIES

.

,

Fully Equipped

THE PRICE

Because they are Healthful, Delicious and the price exceedingly
low.

FR0GEAM TONIGHT

j

AT THE

ill

J

16, 1913.

MEMBERS OF THE ROAD COMMIS
SION VISIT THE ROCKY CUT
YESTERDAY

Yesterday afternoon, a trip was
made to the Rocky Cut, several mlleB
south of Las Vegas, by R. J. Taupert
and George H. Hunker of the road
commission and J. W. JoTinson, con
nected with the state engineering de
partment at Santa Fe for the purpose
of locating a camp for the convicts who
will be employed there in a short time
repairing the road. The camp site
was decided upon, and by Monday the
convicts will be located there.
The work to be done at this cut is
extensive and will require consider
able time. This place is noted aa beVeing one of the worst between Las
gas and Santa Fe, and is usually in
The work will be
poor- - condition.
done by blasting. The road will be
lifted to the side of the canyon. When
repaired the road south will he in exmade
as
the
yestertrip
cellentshape,
day showed all other parts of the
highway in good condition.
Reports from the Mora road are de
Light automobiles
cidedly favorable.
now make the trip from Mora to this
city in one hour ant 50 minutes. The
constant dragging of the road has
made it known as one of the best
highways in this part of New Mexico.
A new sign has teen painted and
will he placed on the Mora and Ro- ciada road at the junction at Sapello.
This undoubtedly will be a big assistance to many travelers. The sign is
of iron and will be placed on a post
of the same material, which will he
based on a cement foundation, making
it permanent and indestructible. The road commission is to open bids
for the construction of a crossing at
the little arroyo north of the , stock
yards, on the Watrous road.. The work
is to be of masonry and cement. All
bids for this work should he present
ed soon, as the commission is anxious to have the crossing 'finished, at
once. The crossing will be similar to
the one constructed just south of this
,

-

city.
The work of the commission, backed
by the county board, is receiving, favorable comment' from every part of
the county, and much good is being
of all
The
accomplished.
residents of the county means better
roads, and Increased business for Las
Vegas and other cities and towns of
the county. San Miguel county is
the most progressive in the etate in
road building and hopes to hold that
reputation. .Good roads moan bigger
business,

bigger business

means

a

TEAMS

Cars oh Display at Our Garage

ON WAGON

Let Us Show You

IN
DELAY
EXPLAIN
FIREMEN
GETTING OUT OF THE BARN
THIS MORNING

Considerable criticism was heard
this morning as a, result of the delay
in responding to the fire alarm turned
in about 9 o'clock.
The grey team,
which recently was purchased, was
hitched to the water wagon when the
bell sounded. The horses were driven, to the station and hitched to the
fire wagon. The old team was in the
corral back of the station. The criticism offered waB that one team snould
have been in the barn at the time
of the alarm.
Chief Fred Phillips of the fire department stated Ihat it Is Impossible
to work one team on the water wagon
and keep one in the fire barn, alternating the next day, which would bo
necessary, as the old team cannot
hold up to the work on the sprinkler.
This is due to the fact that the new
horses require larger collars than the
old team, and it would be necessary
to adjust the collars to the teams
daily. This would 'require mucn time
and trouble.
The chief stated that he is working
on ym arrangement whereby better
yBT!ce can be obtained with the two
y
teams. He probably will announce his
plans later. The firemen do excel
lent work under the handicap placed
upon them by using their team on the
sprinkler.. For a volunteer body, the
department Is highly efficient

EDUCATORS

DISCUSS

THE FAIR DISPLAY
COMMITTEE
CHOSEN
TO OUTLINE SAN MIGUEL'S EXHIBIT
AT SAN DIEGO

The Las Vegas Ford Sales Co.
!L

Jefferson Raynolds, President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President '
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. ErleHoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallot Raynolds, Ca&hier. "

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, 525,000.

In every department. of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

of service

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

At a meeting held yesterday afterat the Normal University for
the purpose of discussing the proposed educational exhibit for San Miguel
county to be placed in San Diego, Cal.,
at the 1915 exposition, a committtee
composed of Dr. FranltU. H. Roberts,
chairman; Miss Susie Whltaker, sec
retary; Rufus Mead, Mrs. Lou Cobb
and Dr. M. F. Des Marais,was selected to go into the details of the work
and formulate plans.
The meeting was attended by all
the instructors in Las Vegas, Including
the teachers of all the schools. Dr.
Roberts .presided and introduced Col
onel R. E. Twitchell, chairman of the
Btate exposition board, who delivered
a speech, outlining what it is desired
to have the county educators accom
pllsh. He informed them that the
exhibit is to be featured by the use
of motion pictures, aud detailed the
other work to be done.
Mrs. W. J.- Fugate, recently appoint
ed chairman of trie woman's depart
ment of the state exposition board,
was Introduced. In her remarks she
placed stress on the necessity for im
mediate action by the educators to
ward arranging this exhibit. She said
much to enthuse those present, and
5
gave an Interesting talk.
The committee will meet within the
next few days to oiscuss at length
plans for the exhibit, and will make
an announcement as to the final de
Charles o'Malley, Mrs, Erie- Choate
tails later.
and Mrs. Jacob H. Landau.
The plan is for these instructors to
work in harmony and give a concert
LAS, VEGAS ARTISTS'.
once a month, complimentary to the
public, the program including the
TO FORI! ALLIANCE pupils of each instructor. Each instructor will conduct her classes- at
her own studio for the present, and
THEY EXPECT EVENTUALLY TO should the project meet with success
it may he converted into a conservaORGANIZE A MUSICAL
HERE '
tory proper, with all classes instructed in one building.
What may develop into a large and
Mrs. Charles Kohn
will conduct
Influential institution, known all over classes In piano, Mrs. Charles O'Malthe state, was organized this week ley will have charge or the violin
when four prominent artists of this work and also piano instruction. Mrs.
city decided to start on a small scale Erie Choate will have dhnrge. of the
a conservatory of music and dramatic vocal classes, while Mrs. Jacob H.
art .Those connected with the' ven- Landau will take charge of dramatic
ture are Mrs. Charles Kohn, Mrs. art and instruction in elocution.
noon

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

?t

4

W

1

w V
I

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

'

The final arrangements have not
been completed, but the first concert
to be given will be announced soon.
AN AGED

SUICIDE

Freeport, 111.. Jan. 18. Naaman
Spencer, 90 years old, who claimed;
committed suicide at his home in
Eagle Point today by shooting himself with a rifle.

'

Eight hundred and thirty new mem-ber- s
were initiated into the Order of
nunroaa leiegrapners in .November.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR

SALE House and furniture'
cheap. Apply 912 Jackson Ave.

,

